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FROM SENIOR PARTNER'S DESK
This inaugural budget presented by the current Government which has been announced
right after the Tax amnesty scheme. Though the fate of Tax amnesty still remains
questionable never the less it is now available for those who want to make declarations.
The Rs. 6 trillion budget was announced in the National Assembly a day after the
Government released the latest round of bleak economic figures for the cash-strapped
country, showing growth for the current fiscal year falling to 3.3 per cent - well below the
6.2 per cent target.
The macroeconomic stability is a fundamental pre-requisite for sustained economic
growth. Pakistan‟s economy has experienced frequent boom and bust cycles, this is
reflected in the Finance Bill 2019.
The outgoing five-year plan has seen an average growth of 4.7 percent against the target
of 5.4 percent. This growth can be characterized as a consumption led growth. The
unplanned borrowing from different sources increased both private and public
consumption resulting in higher debt repayment liabilities, which created severe
macroeconomic imbalances. The investment did not pick up as higher demand was met
primarily through imports leading to enormous rise in external imbalances. Due to low
growth in revenues and the unplanned and unproductive expenditures, the fiscal deficit
widened. The persistence of large fiscal and current account deficits and associated
buildup of public and external debt became the major source of macroeconomic
imbalance.
As a short-term measure to get a breathing space, the government secured $ 9.2 billion
from friendly countries to build up buffers and to ensure timely repayment of previous
loans. The government has also taken some overdue tough decisions i.e. increase in
energy tariffs to stop further accumulation of circular debt, reduction in imports through
regulatory duties and withdrawal of some of the tax relaxations given in the last budget in
order to arrest the deterioration in primary balance. Recently, staff level agreement has
been negotiated with the IMF to avail Extended Fund Facility for achieving
macroeconomic stability.
The outgoing fiscal year 2018-19 witnessed a muted growth of 3.29 percent against the
ambitious target of 6.2 percent. The target was based upon sectoral growth projections
for agriculture, industry, and services at 3.8 percent, 7.6 percent and 6.5 percent
respectively. The actual sectoral growth turned out to be 0.85 percent for agriculture, 1.4
percent for industry and 4.7 percent for services.
In the austerity-focused budget, salaries of ministers and advisors have been cut by 10 per
cent while minimum wages have been increased.
to sum up the indirect taxes to direct taxes ratio increased from 1.55 in the budget last
year to 1.67 this year. A significant jump in sales tax is reported in the budget for the next
year, even though the economy itself is expected to slow down. The Government aims to
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collect record revenue at a time when the economy is not only expected to report one of
it‟s lowest growth rates in the recent past. However still, the Government is expected to
make record Debt Servicing payments
The Tax Memorandum provides in depth analysis of the changes brought about in tax
laws of the country by the budget. We hope our clients and other users will find this
document useful. This document is simultaneously being made available at our website
www.hlbitc.com. The clients are encouraged to access this and other useful material
made available by the firm.
The Partners of HLB Ijaz Tabussum & Co. Chartered Accountants acknowledge the tireless
efforts of its Islamabad office in producing this document.

IJAZ AKBER - FCA
Senior Partner and International Contact Person
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BUDGET 2019-2020 AT A GLANCE
RECEIPTS:

Budget Estimates

S. No.
1.

SOURCES OF FUNDS (ESTIMATED)
Tax Revenue
 FBR Taxes
 Other Taxes

2.

Non-Tax Revenue

(Rs. In billion)
5,822
5,555
267
894

a)Gross Revenue Receipts (1+2)

6,717

b)Less: Provincial Share

3,255

I.

Net Revenue Receipts (a-b)

II.

Net Capital Receipts (Non-Bank)

III.

External Receipts (net)

IV.

Estimated Provincial Surplus

423

V.

Bank Borrowing

339

VI.

Privatization Proceeds

150

TOTAL RESOURCES (I To VI)
EXPENDITURES:
S. No.

3,462
819
1,829

7,022
Budget Estimates

APPLICATION OF FUNDS (ESTIMATED)

(Rs. In billion)

(A) Current: (1 To 8)

6,193

1.

Interest payment

2,891

2.

Pension

3.

Defense Affairs & Services

4.

Grants and Transfers

831

5.

Subsidies

272

6.

Running of Civil Government

431

7.

Provision for Pay & Pension

79

8.

Provision for Contingencies

115

(B) Development: (I to III)

421
1,153

829

I.

Federal PSDP

701

II.

Net Lending

48

III.

Other development expenditure

80

TOTAL APPLICATION (A+B)

7,022
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SALIENT FEATURES FOR BUDGET 2019-2020
INCOME TAX
Relief Measures



Payment of refunds through promissory notes:
Huge amounts claimed by taxpayers are stuck up in refunds causing a liquidity
crunch for businesses. These refunds have accumulated over a long time. However,
issuance of a substantial amount of refund would drastically reduce the net
collection of taxes. In view of this a provision has been introduced wherein
promissory notes would be issued to claimants at their option by a newly formed
company called the FBR Refund Settlement Company Limited. The bonds are to
have a maturity period of three years after which the company shall return the
promissory note to the Board and the Board shall make payment of amount due
under bonds along with profit due to the bond holders.



Rationalization of punitive measures for late filers:
Presently law prohibits placing a person's name on the active taxpayers' list for the
year if the return is not filed within the due date. Hence, a person who files a return of
income after the due date would be subjected to higher tax rates meant for persons
not appearing on ATL, for the ensuing year, creating a disincentive towards return
filing. The condition of not placing name on ATL for the whole year is being
abolished. Instead, such a person would be penalized by withholding any refund
due to late-filing in the tax year in which the return was filed late without incurring
any liability of compensation for delayed refund. Further, a nominal tax for
placement on ATL after the due date of filing of return has been proposed as under:S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.



Person
Company
Association of persons
Non-salaried individuals
Salaried individuals

Tax rate
Rs. 20,000
Rs. 10,000
Rs. 3,000
Rs. 1,000

Tax credit for persons employing fresh graduates:
In order to create opportunities of employment for fresh graduates a new tax credit
for persons employing freshly qualified graduates is being introduced. Persons
employing fresh qualified graduates, having graduated after 1st July 2017, from
universities or institutions recognized by the Higher Education Commission would be
given a tax credit equal to the amount of annual salary paid to such graduates. The
tax credit shall be deducted from the tax payable by such persons and would be in
addition to the expenditure claimed by businesses on payment of salary to their
employees. In case the tax credit cannot be fully allowed for a tax year, persons
6
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claiming such credit would be allowed to carry forward un-adjusted credit to a
maximum period of five years. However, the credit will be allowed against salary of
those fresh graduates which are not more than 15% of the total employees.



Exemption for allowances of Armed Forces Personnel:
Various allowances being given to Armed Forces Personnel i.e. internal security
allowance and compensation in lieu of bearer allowance are being exempted from
tax.

Revenue Measures



Gift to be treated as income:
At present gift is not taxed in the hands of the recipient. Receipt of gift is employed
to reconcile wealth acquired through undisclosed sources of income. Therefore
receipt of gift has been brought within the ambit of income under the head "income
from other sources”. Consequently any amount in cash or fair market value of any
property including immovable property would be treated as gift. However, certain
exclusions are also proposed to facilitate genuine gift transactions which are not
meant to evade income tax.



Enhancing the rate of minimum turnover tax:
Presently minimum tax on turnover is charged at the rate of 1.25% of the turnover if
taxable income is less than 1.25% of turnover. Certain sectors have reduced rate of
minimum tax at 0.2%, 0.25% & 0.5% of turnover. The aforesaid rates of minimum tax
are being enhanced from 1.25% to 1.5%, from 0.20% to 0.25%, from 0.25% to 0.3% and
from 0.5% to 0.75% respectively.



Abolishing tax credit for investment in BMR:
Presently a corporate industrial undertaking, investing in purchase of plant &
machinery for extension, expansion, balancing, modernizing & replacement are
allowed tax credit equal to ten percent of the purchase price of machinery. This
facility of tax credit was introduced through the Finance Act, 2010 with a sunset
clause ending on 30th June 2015 which has been amended multiple times, resulting
in extension of the facility up to tax year 2021. The said tax credit is being allowed to
those companies which will purchase and install plant & machinery up to 30th June,
2019. Further, for the tax year 2019, the tax credit is being reduced from 10% to 5% of
the purchase value of machinery. However, industrial undertakings which have
already claimed this tax credit but could not fully adjust the credit against tax
payable would still be entitled to carry forward the unabsorbed available credit of
prior years.
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Special provisions for persons not appearing on Active Taxpayer’s List:
Presently the law provides for the concept of a non-filer and stipulates higher
withholding rates for the same which are adjustable at the time of filing of income
tax return.
This tax regime has created a misconception that a non-filer can go scot free by
choosing not to file income tax return. The measure was meant to increase the
number of filers, however over time the focus shifted to raising additional revenue
only. The measure has not achieved the desired result as the present regime does
not provide for any legal framework to ensure filing of return by non filers.
In order to remove the aforesaid misconception, the concept and the term of "nonfiler" is being abolished from the statute, wherever occurring. In its stead a separate
Schedule is being introduced to specifically provide a legal framework for punitive
measures for persons not appearing on ATL and to ensure filing of return by such
persons. The main attributes of this scheme are as under:-

Persons whose names are not appearing on the ATL will be subjected to
hundred percent increased rate of tax.

-

The withholding agents will clearly specify the names, CNIC or any other
identification of such persons in the withholding statement so that legal
provisions to enforce return can come into effect.

-

Where a withholding agent is of the opinion that hundred percent increased
tax is not required to be collected on the basis that the person was not required
to file return, the withholding agent shall furnish an intimation to the
Commissioner setting out the basis on which the person is not required to file
return. The Commissioner shall accept or reject the contention on the basis of
existing law. In case the Commissioner fails to respond within thirty days,
permission shall be deemed to be granted to not deduct tax at hundred
percent increased rate.

-

Where the person's tax has been deducted or collected at hundred percent
increased rate and the person fails to file return of income for the year for which
tax was deducted, the Commissioner shall make a provisional assessment within
sixty days of the due date for filing of return by imputing income so that tax on
imputed income is equal to the hundred percent increased tax deducted or
collected from such person and the imputed income shall be treated as
concealed income.

-

The provisional assessment shall be of no effect if the person files return within
forty five days of completion of provisional assessment and the provisions of the
Ordinance shall apply accordingly. Where return is not filed within forty five days
of provisional assessment, it shall be treated as final assessment and the
Commissioner shall initiate penalty proceedings for concealment of income.
8
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Additional slabs of income from property:
At present there are five taxable slabs of income from property with the highest slab
rate being Rs. 200,000/- plus 20% of income exceeding Rs. 2,000,000.
Now the said slab is being limited from Rs 2,000,000/- to 4,000,000/- and thereafter
three additional brackets of income between four to six million, six million to eight
million and exceeding eight million are being added



Increase in tax rates for services:
At present, the general rate of tax on services is eight percent but certain services
have a reduced rate of 2% of turnover as given in clause (94) of Part IV of Second
Schedule. The aforesaid clause (94) is being omitted and the tax rate for services
therein having reduced rate of 2% of turnover, is being increased to 4% of the gross
amount of turnover. Furthermore the present rate of 2% for transport services is also
being increased to 4%.



Withholding tax on royalty to a resident person:
At present withholding tax is deducted on any payment of royalty to a nonresident
person. However, there is no such withholding tax in case of payment to a resident
person. Therefore, a withholding tax at the rate of 15% of the gross amount of royalty
to be deducted from resident persons is being introduced.



Revising the threshold of taxable income:
Prior to Finance Act 2018, the threshold of taxable income for both salaried and nonsalaried persons was Rs.400,000. Through the Finance Act, 2018, the threshold was
increased to Rs.1,200,000. The threshold of taxable income is generally a proportion
of the per capita income of a country. Such significant increase is unprecedented
and distortionary, resulting in revenue loss. Therefore, it has been proposed that the
threshold of taxable income may be revised and fixed at Rs.600,000 for salaried
persons and Rs.400,000 for non- salaried persons.



Increase in tax rates for Salaried and Non Salaried persons:
Presently the tax rates for salaried persons are applicable to persons having 50% or
more of their total income from salary. Now these tax rates for salaried persons are to
be applicable to persons having 75% or more of their total income from salary.
Consequently for persons having salary income less than 75% of total income, the
rates applicable to non-salaried individuals would apply. In the case of salaried
individuals deriving income exceeding Rs.600,000, eleven taxable slabs with
progressive tax rates ranging from 5% to 35% are being introduced which are as
under:-
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Rate of Tax

S. No

Taxable Income

1.

Where taxable income does not 0%
exceed Rs. 600,000
Where taxable income exceeds 5% of the amount exceeding Rs.
Rs. 600,000 but does not exceed 600,000
Rs. 1,200,000
Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 30,000 plus 10% of the amount
Rs. 1,200,000 but does not exceed exceeding Rs. 1,200,000
Rs. 1,800,000

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Where taxable
Rs. 1,800,000 but
Rs. 2,500,000
Where taxable
Rs. 2,500,000 but
Rs. 3,500,000
Where taxable
Rs. 3,500,000 but
Rs. 5,000,000

income exceeds Rs. 90,000 plus 15% of the amount
does not exceed exceeding Rs. 1,800,000

income exceeds Rs. 195,000 plus 17.5% of the
does not exceed amount exceeding Rs.
2,500,000
the
income exceeds Rs. 370,000 plus 20% of
amount
does not exceed
exceeding
Rs.
3,500,000
Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 670,000 plus 22.5% of the
Rs. 5,000,000 but does not exceed amount exceeding Rs.
5,000,000
Rs. 8,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 1,345,000 plus 25% of the
Rs. 8,000,000 but does not exceed amount exceeding Rs.
8,000,000
Rs. 12,000,000
Rs. 2,345,000 plus 27.5% of the amount
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs.
Rs. 12,000,000 but does not exceed exceeding
12,000,000
Rs.30,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 7,295,000 plus 30% of the
Rs. 30,000,000 but does not exceed amount exceeding Rs.
30,000,000
Rs.50,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 13,295,000 plus 32.5% of the
Rs. 50,000,000 but does not exceed amount exceeding Rs.
50,000,000
Rs.75,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 21,420,000 plus 35% of the
amount exceeding Rs.
Rs.75,000,000
75,000,000
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For non-salaried persons deriving income exceeding Rs.400,000, eight taxable slabs
of income with tax rates ranging from 5% to 35% are being introduced in the
following manner:S. No

Taxable Income

1.

Where taxable income does not 0%
exceed Rs. 400,000

2.

Where taxable income exceeds 5% of the amount exceeding Rs.
Rs. 400,000 but does not exceed 600,000
Rs. 600,000
Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 10,000 plus 10% of the amount
Rs. 600,000 but does not exceed exceeding Rs. 600,000
Rs. 1,200,000

3.

4.

Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 70,000 plus 15% of the amount
Rs. 1,200,000 but does not exceeding Rs. 1,200,000
exceed Rs. 2,400,000

5.

Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 250,000 plus 20% of amount
Rs 2,400,000 but does not exceeding 2,400,000
exceed Rs 3,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 370,000 plus 25% of
the
Rs 3,000,000 but does not amount exceeding Rs
exceed Rs 4,000,000
3,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 620,000 plus 30% of
the
Rs. 4,000,000 but does not amount exceeding Rs. 4,000,000
exceed Rs. 6,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds Rs. 1,220,000 plus 35% of the
Rs. 6,000,000
amount exceeding Rs. 6,000,000

5.

6.



Rate of Tax

Freezing of Corporate Tax Rate:
The tax rate for companies has gradually decreased from 35% in tax year 2013, to
30% in tax year 2018.Through the Finance Act, 2018, the tax rate for companies was
further intended to be reduced from 30% in tax year 2018 to 25% in tax year 2023. At
present, for tax year 2019 the tax rate is 29%. As the tax rates have already been
reduced from 35% to 29% in the last six years, and the fact that Pakistan has the
lowest corporate tax rate in the region, the tax rate for companies has been fixed at
29% in order to recover and maintain the tax base to ensure revenue.
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Taxation of Capital Gains on immoveable properties:
At present capital gains on immovable property is subject to separate taxation on
the basis of holding period of the property. The tax rates are 10%, 7.5% and 5% for
holding periods less than one year, between one to two years and between two to
three years respectively. There is no capital gains tax if the property is held for more
than three years. In order to check tax evasion and to ensure equal taxation of all
incomes, income from capital gains is being brought under the normal tax regime
and taxed at normal rates. However, to account for the time value of money, the
gain on open plots would be reduced on the basis of net present value so that
where the holding period is up to one year full gain will be taxed. Where the holding
period is between one to ten years, 75% of the gain shall be taxed and there will be
no capital gains tax in case the holding period is more than ten years.
Similarly, gains on sale of constructed property is to be fully taxed where the holding
period is up to one year and 75% of the gains will be taxed where the holding period
is between one to five years. Where the holding period is above five years no gains
shall be taxed.



Taxation of the Real Estate Sector:
In Pakistan the Real Estate sector is one of the biggest sources of money laundering
and is used as a parking lot for untaxed as well as ill-gotten money. In view of this a
wide range of steps have been taken to restructure the taxation of this sector. The
various steps being taken are as under:i. At present, the Board has issued valuation tables of immovable properties in 21
major cities wherein such properties are valued at higher rates than the DC rates.
The purchasers are also required to pay 3% tax on the difference between the DC
value and FBR value of property to explain the source of investment to the extent
of differential between FBR value and DC value. The rates notified by the Board
are still considerably lower than actual market value. It is therefore intended that
FBR rates of immovable properties would be taken closer to or about 85% of
actual market value. In addition, 3% tax for not explaining the source of
investment is being withdrawn.
ii. As FBR values of immovable property is going to increase the incidence of tax on
genuine buyers and sellers, the rate of withholding tax on purchase of immovable
property is being reduced from 2% to 1%.
iii. At present, withholding tax on purchase of property is levied only if the value of
property is more than four million rupees. The threshold of four million rupees is
being abolished and withholding tax on purchase is to be collected irrespective
of the value of property.
iv. At present, there is no withholding tax on sale of property if the property is held for
a period of more than three years. Since capital gain is to be taxed under normal
12
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tax regime even beyond the period of three years, withholding tax on sale of
property would be collected where the holding period is up to five years.
v. Presently the law imposes restriction on registration or transfer of property having
fair market value exceeding rupees five million in the name of a non filer. The
aforesaid restriction placed on purchase of immovable property is being
withdrawn.



Transition from Final Tax Regime to Minimum Tax Regime:
Income tax by its inherent nature is tax charged and levied on income. However
presently persons involved in certain transactions are not required to pay tax on their
actual profit. Instead, the tax collected or deducted on these transactions is treated
as final tax liability. This regime is available to persons such as commercial importers,
commercial suppliers of goods, contractors, persons deriving brokerage or
commission income and persons earning income from CNG stations. The tax
collected or deducted from the aforesaid persons shall now be treated as minimum
tax liability except for exporters, persons winning prizes and sellers of petroleum
products. This measure is designed as a first step for gradual phasing out of the final
tax regime and transition to income based taxation for all persons.



Computation of income for Super tax :
Presently brought forward depreciation and business losses are excluded while
computing income for calculating liability of super tax. However, such losses are not
excluded in the case of banking, insurance, oil and mineral exploration companies.
In order to ensure similar tax treatment, brought forward business and depreciation
losses have been excluded from income computed to calculate super tax in the
case of the abovementioned sectors.



Tax on Dividend income:
At present dividend income is not part of income under normal tax regime and is
subject to separate taxation. The standard rate of tax on dividend income is 15%.
The present tax rate of 7.5% on dividend received on shares of a company set up for
power generation or on shares of a company supplying coal exclusively to power
generation projects is being increased to 15%.
Further, tax rate of dividend is being charged at 25% for persons receiving dividend
from companies which enjoy exemption of tax on income or where no tax is
payable due to availability of tax credits or due to brought forward business or
depreciation losses.
Presently the rate of tax on dividend received by a person from a mutual fund is 10%
and 12.5%. Persons receiving dividend from stock fund is also taxed 12.5%.
Furthermore dividend received by a person from a development REIT scheme is
reduced by 50% of the normal rate. Now all these rates are being enhanced to 15%.
13
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For withholding tax on dividend also a standard rate of 15% is being applied for
persons receiving income.



Abolishing initial allowance on buildings:
Presently initial allowance at the rate of 15% is allowed in the case of buildings. The
said initial allowance on buildings is being abolished.



Taxation of Profit on Debt
Presently the profit on debt is taxed separately and is not part of the income in
normal tax regime. The tax rates are 10%, 12.5% and 15% for slabs upto five million
rupees, between five million to twenty five million rupees and above twenty five
million rupees respectively. The rates are being revised wherein tax rates for profit on
debt not exceeding Rs 5 million shall be increased from 10% to 15%, between Rs 5
and 25 million tax rates shall be increased from 12.5% to 17.5% and from 25 to 36
million tax rates are being increased from 15% to 20%.
The rate of advance withholding tax on payment of profit on debt is also being
enhanced from 10% to 15%. Furthermore, the separate rates mentioned above
would be applicable for profit on debt up to Rs.36 million and for amounts
exceeding Rs. 36 million the profit on debt will be made part of the total income and
taxed at normal rates.



Measures to avoid profit shifting to dealer
A new provision has been introduced to combat profit shifting by manufacturers, in
the form of excess commission to commission agents/dealers, to avoid their actual
tax liability. Now any amount of commission paid in excess of 0.2 percent of the
gross amount of supplies shall be disallowed unless the dealer is registered under the
Sales Tax Act, 1990 and also appearing in the active taxpayers list of income tax.
Furthermore, where the excess commission is being paid to a dealer who is an
associate, 75% of margin paid to dealer is to be treated as income of the supplier.



Reduction in limit of foreign remittance as source of investment:
Presently foreign remittance equivalent to Rs. 10 million as a source of investment
cannot be probed. Now the said threshold is being reduced from Rs.10 million to Rs.5
million for explaining the source of investment through foreign remittance.



Streamlining taxation of banking companies:
Banks generally do not offer for taxation the provisions which were previously
allowed but later on reversed. Therefore, reversal of provisions already allowed are
being made taxable by inserting an explanation in the Seventh Schedule.
Banks are also allowed to claim deduction in respect of provisions classified as
"doubtful" and "loss". Now deductions only in respect of provisions classified as "loss"
are to be allowed.
14
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Banks are earning substantial profits on account of incremental exposure to
government securities. Therefore profit from such government securities in excess of
twenty percent of total profit before tax is being taxed separately at the rate of
37.5%.



Useful life of intangibles:
At present, expenditure regarding intangibles is amortized over the useful life of the
intangible. However, where the intangible has a useful life exceeding ten years, the
expenditure is amortized over a maximum period of ten years. In this way, large BuiltOperate-Transfer projects amortize their intangible expenditure over a period of ten
years whereas their useful life is more than twenty years. Now amendment is being
made in law wherein the expenditure regarding intangibles will be amortized over a
period of 25 years where the useful life is unascertainable. Further, it has also been
proposed that where the useful life of the intangible is ascertainable the expenditure
regarding the intangible be amortized over the actual number of years for which
such intangible is to be used



Enhancing withholding tax rate on dealers, commission agents & arhatis:
Presently every market committee is required to collect advance tax from dealers,
commission agents and arhatis at the time of issuance or renewal of licenses. Now
the tax rates are being increase for Class A from Rs 10,000 to Rs 100,000/-, for Class B
from Rs 7,500 to 75,000/-, for Class C from Rs 5,000/- to Rs. 50,000 and for any other
category from Rs 5,000/-. To Rs. 50,000/-.

Procedural Measures



Purchase of assets through banking channel
In order to ensure documentation of real estate transactions and also to ascertain
the actual value of a transaction of purchase of asset, persons purchasing
immovable property of fair market value greater than rupees five million and rupees
one million or more in the case of any other asset, would now be required to make
payment for the said purchase through a crossed banking instrument so that
transaction can be clearly identified from one bank account to another. In case of
non-compliance, the deductions in respect of depreciation and amortization in
respect of such assets shall not be allowed. Furthermore, the amount of purchase
shall not be treated as cost for calculation of any gain on sale of such asset. A
penalty at the rate of five percent of FBR value of asset is being be imposed for
violation of this requirement



Simplified tax regime for certain persons:
The Federal government seeks to bring certain persons in the tax net by incentivizing
such persons through simplified taxation and simplified procedures of record
keeping, tax payment, return filing and assessment. The intended sectors are small
businesses, construction businesses, medical practitioners, hospitals, educational
15
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institutions, and any other sector specified. Therefore, an enabling provision has
been introduced which authorises the Federal Government, to notify the
aforementioned special provisions in such cities or territories, as may be specified.



Streamlining of tax credits under section 100C:
Presently, under section 100C, non-profit organizations, trusts and welfare institutions
are allowed hundred percent tax credit subject to certain conditions. However,
NPOs are only allowed 100 % tax credit on the condition that they are recognised by
the Commissioner according to prescribed procedures whereas, there is no such
requirement of recognition for trusts and welfare institutions. Now in order to ensure
similar treatment and oversight, trusts and welfare institutions shall also be required to
obtain recognition from Commissioner to avail the facility of 100% tax credit.



Independent evaluation of non-arm’s length transactions between associates:
Entering into non-arm‟s length transaction is a common method employed by
associated companies to evade income tax by not declaring transactions on their
true market value. In order to ascertain the actual market price in such situations, a
comprehensive data of comparables is required. Since such data is not readily
available, the Commissioner is being empowered to obtain such data from an
independent chartered accountant or cost accountant.



Recovery of AOP’s liability from member:
Under the existing law, tax payable by a member of association of persons can be
recovered from the association itself. On the contrary, tax payable by an association
of persons cannot be recovered from its member. Now where any tax payable by
an association of persons cannot be recovered, the same would be recovered from
any person who is a member of the association. The member would thereafter be
allowed to recover the tax paid by him from the AOP.



Separation of Audit and Assessment:
Presently when a taxpayer is selected for audit of tax affairs, the Commissioner is
required to obtain taxpayer's explanation on issues raised in audit and thereafter,
amend the assessment, if need be. The assessment function of the said process is
being separated from the audit function. The functions of audit and assessment shall
be performed by separate and independent officers to ensure impartial treatment
to the taxpayers.



Business Registration Scheme:
At present, only taxpayers are required to register with the Board for tax purposes.
Persons deriving business income who are otherwise not required to file return being
below taxable threshold are not required to register. In order to create a verifiable
database of all persons deriving business income, a new registration scheme is being
introduced where every person deriving business income, even if below the tax
16
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threshold shall be required to register with the Board through NADRA's e-sahulat
centres. Business registration per se would not make the registrant liable to file return.
However, it would create a database which would be a source of detecting new
taxpayers in the future.



Authority to amend the order of recovery from withholding agent:
Where a tax is required to be collected or deducted by a withholding agent but fails
to deduct or collect tax or deposit the same, tax is recoverable from the withholding
agent through a recovery order. Such order to recover tax is at times erroneous or
prejudicial to interest of revenue but there is no provision in law to amend such
order. Therefore a provision to amend order of recovery has been introduced
subject to the condition that such power shall not be exercised by an officer below
the rank of Additional Commissioner Inland Revenue.



Amendment in the definition of resident individual
Presently a resident individual for a tax year is defined as an individual who is present
in Pakistan for a period of, or periods amounting in aggregate to, one hundred and
eighty-three days or more in the tax year or is an employee or official of the Federal
Government or a Provincial Government posted abroad in the tax year. Now the
definition of resident is being amended to include an individual present in Pakistan
for a period of, or periods amounting in aggregate to, ninety days or more in the tax
year and who, in the four years preceding the tax year, has been in Pakistan for a
period of, or periods amounting in aggregate to, three hundred and sixty-five days
or more.



Automated Impersonal Tax Regime:
A new provision is being introduced which authorizes the Board to design an
Automated Impersonal Tax Regime and prescribe rules in respect of the same
through a notification in the gazette. The purpose of this regime is to minimize the
interaction between officials and taxpayers which are low risk and compliant.



Restricting the scope of power of the Federal Government to grant exemption:
At present, the Federal Government has the power to grant exemption from any tax
or reduce a tax rate or tax liability whenever circumstances exist to take immediate
action for the purposes of national security, natural disaster, national food security in
emergency situations, protection of national economic interests in situations arising
out of abnormal fluctuation in international commodity prices, removal of anomalies
in taxes, development of backward areas, implementation of bilateral and
multilateral agreements or granting an exemption from any tax imposed under this
Ordinance to any international financial institution or foreign Government owned
financial institution. Now the aforesaid power to grant exemption is being limited to
the extent of emergency situations only and that the power to grant exemption to
remove anomaly in taxes and for development of backward areas is being be
17
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withdrawn. Any exemption in the case of anomaly of taxes and for development of
backward areas would be granted through an Act of Parliament or through an
Ordinance if the Parliament is not in session.



Proceedings against persons committing financial malpractices :
In order to effectively check misuse of authority to gain financial benefit, a new
enabling provision is being introduced to prescribe rules for initiating criminal
proceedings against officers and officials of the Board who deliberately commit acts
or fail to act for personal benefits. Similar action would also be taken against persons
who offer bribes or other financial benefits to the tax employees.
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SALES TAX & FEDERAL EXCISE SALIENT FEATURES
The budgetary measures pertaining to Sales Tax & Federal Excise are primarily aimed at:
RELIEF MEASURES


EXPANSION IN SCOPE OF EXEMPTION ALLOWED IN RESPECT OF TRIBAL AREAS
To settle the post FATA/PATA merger scenario and to extend tax exemptions SRO
1212(I)/2018 is being rescinded and exemptions are being incorporated in it in the
Sixth Schedule to the Sales Tax Act, 1990. Further, exemption from sales tax on imports
of plant, machinery, equipment for installation in tribal areas, and of industrial inputs
by the industries located in the tribal areas, is also proposed. Additionally, supplies of
electricity to all residential and commercial consumers, and to industries which were
set up and started their industrial production before 31st May, 2018, but excluding steel
and ghee / cooking oil industries.



WITHDRAWAL OF 3% VALUE ADDITION TAX ON PETROLEUM PRODUCTS AND MOBILE
PHONES
3% value addition sales tax is payable on all commercial imports. One of the
exclusions from this levy is available to those petroleum products imported by oil
marketing companies, whose prices are regulated. This exclusion does not cover
furnace oil, which is being proposed now.
Secondly, it is proposed to exclude mobile cellular phones and satellite phones from
purview of 3% value addition. This 3% regime is also proposed to be transferred from
the Sales Tax Special Procedures Rules, 2007, to the new Twelfth Schedule to the Act.



FIXED SALES TAX ON BRICK KILNS
Brick kiln are proposed to be taxed at fixed rate as under
- Category A Rs 12,500 pm
- Category B Rs 10,000 pm
- Category C Rs 7,500 pm



REDUCED RATE OF SALES TAX ON FOOD SUPPLIED BY RESTAURANTS, BAKERIES, CATERERS
ETC
In view of the undocumented nature of this sector and very low input tax for
adjustment because of exempt food related inputs such as meat, vegetables, flour
etc, there is disincentive to pay sales tax at 17%. In order to encourage compliance, it
is proposed to reduce the sales tax rate from 17% to 7.5% against which input tax
adjustment will not be allowed.
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REDUCTION OF RATE OF SALES TAX ON CONCENTRATED MILK (POWDER)
Presently, the sales tax regime on various forms of milk is uneven. Milk and cream,
concentrated, and unsweetened / unflavoured is subject to a higher rate, while the
sweetened are enjoying exemption. It is proposed to rationalize the same, therefore,
both the categories are proposed to be taxed @10%.



REMOVAL OF BAR ON EXPORT OF PMC AND PVC TO AFGHANISTAN
It is proposed that the SRO 190(I)/2002 may be amended to delete entries relating to
PVC and PMC materials, and thus allowing zero-rating on export of these items to
Afghanistan and Central Asian Republics.



WITHDRAWAL OF EXEMPTION OF FED ON INTERNET SERVICES AND FOREIGN SATELLITE
BANDWIDTH SERVICE
Telecom services provided in Islamabad Capital Territory are subject to FED under the
Federal Excise Act, 2005. However, internet services are presently exempt from
payment of FED under Third Schedule to the Federal Excise Act, 2005
Similarly, bandwidth services are also exempted from payment of FED. In order to
protect local services providers, it is proposed to withdraw exemption on services
provided by foreign satellites and maintain exemption only on terrestrial bandwidth
services.



REFORMING EXTRA TAX REGIME
Extra tax regime is being done away with and items like electric and gas appliances,
foam, confectionary, lubricants( in retail packing), batteries, tyres / tubes etc are
being moved to Third Schedule (retail price taxation) of the Sales Tax Act, 1990, to
realize full revenue potential thereon.



ALLOWING ZERO-RATING ON SUPPLY OF TOBACCO TO EXPORTERS.
In order to facilitate the exporters of unmanufactured tobacco, it is proposed that the
FED shall be charged at zero per cent on unmanufactured tobacco as supplied to a
registered person / trader who intends to export the same subject to furnishing of
necessary security.



EXCLUSION OF GOVERNMENT BODIES FROM PURVIEW OF EXTRA TAX AND FURTHER TAX
Further tax at 3% is chargeable on all supplies made to unregistered persons under
section 3 (1A) of the Sales Tax Act, 1990. Similarly, under SRO 509(I)/2013 dated
12.06.2013, 5% extra tax is chargeable on electricity and gas bills from all unregistered
industrial and commercial consumers whose monthly bill exceeds Rs. 15,000. Since,
such bodies are not the target of these taxes, it is proposed that Government / semigovernment and statutory regulatory authorities may be excluded from purview of
both these taxes.
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REVENUE MEASURES


STREAMLINING SRO 1125(I)/2011 REGIME
SRO 1125(I)/2011 provides for zero-rate of sales tax on inputs and products of five
export-oriented sectors i.e. textile, leather, carpets, sports goods and surgical goods.
The objective was to resolve delay in refund payments. However, zero rating has
created loophole and the benefit is being availed by unintended beneficiaries / nonexporters. Reduced rates for finished goods is also harming revenues. Huge misuse of
SRO on import of fabric and processed fabrics has been reported. To streamline and
prevent revenue leakage SRO 1125 is being rescinded.
- SRO 1125 be rescinded, thus restoring standard rate of 17% on items covered under
SRO.
- The rate of sales tax on local supplies of finished articles of textile and leather and
finished fabric may be raised from current 6% for integrated businesses, and 9% for
others, to 15% and 17%, respectively.
- Zero-rating of utilities (gas, electricity and fuels) allowed to these export- oriented
sectors through various sales tax general orders be withdrawn.
- Refund of sales tax to these sectors be automated, thus ensuring that the sales tax
paid on inputs is immediately refunded. Refund Payment Orders (RPOs) shall be
immediately sent to SBP for payment as soon as these are generated.
- Ginned cotton which is presently exempt is proposed to be subjected to reduced
rate of 10%
In addition to above, it is also proposed to rescind notification No. SRO. 769 (I)/2009,
dated 4th September, 2009, which grants zero-rating on import and supply of
polyethylene and polypropylene for manufacture of mono filament yarn and net
cloth, being similar in nature to SRO 1125, and that granting zero-rating to local
supplies is to be discouraged.



INCREASE IN FED ON AERATED WATER
In order to generate much needed revenue, rate of FED on aerated water is
proposed to be increased from 11.5% to 14%.



RESTORATION OF NORMAL REGIME FOR STEEL SECTOR
Special Regime of taxation of the whole of the steel sector is being abolished Sales
tax on billets, ingots, bars, ship plates and other long profiles may be exempted at
manufacturing and import stage, and in lieu thereof FED at 17% in sales tax mode
may be imposed for the reason that there is no exemption of FED for tribal areas.
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RESTORATION OF NORMAL PROCEDURE FOR / INCREASE IN FED ON GHEE/COOKING OIL
In order to restore normal regime, in addition to measures included in the Finance Bill,
notifications providing for Rs. 1/ kg and Rs. 0.40 per kg rates are proposed to be
rescinded.
Accordingly, it is proposed to increase rate of FED to 17% on edible oils / ghee /
cooking oil.



INCREASE IN FIXED VALUE OF GAS SUPPLIED TO CNG DEALERS
Since then CNG prices have been de-regulated and CNG prices have risen. Further
gas tariff has also been raised. In order to realise due sales tax from this sector, it is
proposed to re-notify the value for sales tax on supply from gas distribution company
to CNG dealers.



INCREASE IN FED ON CIGARETTES
FED on cigarettes is levied on fixed rate basis. It is proposed to enhance the rates and
redefine the thresholds by abolishing the third tier introduced earlier.



CHANGE IN THE RETAILERS REGIME
To rationalize tax on retailers and to capture its full potential and document its sales,
following proposals are made:i. Turnover tax option may be withdrawn.
ii. For tier-1 retailer, it may be made mandatory to integrate their points of sales
(POSs) with FBR‟s Computerized System so that the sales are reported in real time.
iii. Retail shops having an area in excess of 1000 square feet may be included in Tier-1
iv. In order to encourage customers to demand invoices from retailers, enabling
provisions are proposed to be inserted in section 3 whereby FBR may allow cash
back of up to 5% of the sales tax charged on invoices to the customers.



INCREASE IN RATE OF TAX ON SUGAR
Presently Sugar is subject to sales tax at 8%. In order to generate much need revenue,
it is proposed that the sales tax rate on Sugar may be enhanced to 17%.



REVIEW OF EXEMPTIONS UNDER SIXTH SCHEDULE
More items are being taken out of the Sixth Schedule and brought into the tax net if
sold in retail packing and with a brand name like Frozen Sausages, meat if preserved,
fat filled milk and cereals other than those of wheat and meslin.
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ADDITION OF GOODS TO THIRD SCHEDULE OF THE SALES TAX ACT, 1990.
After withdrawal of the extra tax regime, the finished articles like Foams and
mattresses, paints &varnishes, electric and gas home appliances, lubricating oils and
Storage batteries will be placed in the Third Schedule



EXEMPTION OF COTTAGE INDUSTRY
Cottage industry is being redefined to include
a) does not have an industrial gas or electricity connection;
b) is located in a residential area;
c) does not have a total labour force of more than ten workers; and
d) annual turnover from all supplies does not exceed two million rupees.



FED ON PACKAGED NON-AERATED SUGARY / FLAVOURED JUICES, SYRUPS & SQUASHES
In order to generate revenue and also to provide level playing field for aerated water
which is proposed to be subjected to higher FED at 14%, is proposed that the nonaerated packaged sugary drinks, such as juices, syrups and squashes may be
subjected to FED at 5% of retail price.



INCREASE IN FEDERAL EXCISE DUTY ON CEMENT
Cement is chargeable to federal excise duty @ 1.5 per kg. It is now proposed to
increase federal excise duty on cement to Rs. 2 per kg.



INCREASE IN RATE OF FED ON LNG
Presently, FED is payable at Rs. 17.18 per 100 cubic meters. The rate is substantially
lower and generates only Rs. 2 to 3 million annually. Accordingly, it is proposed to to
increase FED on LNG from Rs. 17.18 per 100 cu. m to Rs. 10 per MMBTU bringing it to
same level as for local gas



INSERTION OF GOLD, SILVER, DIAMOND AND JEWELLERY IN EIGHTH SCHEDULE TO THE
SALES TAX ACT, 1990 AT REDUCED RATE
It is proposed to introduce reduced rate/minimal tax rate of 1% on gold and silver.
Similarly, presently, jewellery is taxed on the basis of making charges only. Based on
regional models, it is proposed that gold in jewellery may be taxed at 1.5%, diamond
at 0.5% and making charges at 3%, with input adjustment available only in respect of
gold.



INCREASE IN SCOPE OF FED ON CARS
Through Finance Supplementary (Second Amendment) Act, 2019, FED on locally
manufactured / assembled cars of 1700 cc and above was introduced @10%. Now, in
order to rationalize this levy, it is proposed to enlarge the scope of FED and following
slabs are being proposed:
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- Cars from 0 to 1000cc

2.5%

- Cars from 2001cc and above


7.5 %

THE SCOPE OF ICT SALES TAX ON SERVICES TO BE EXPANDED
It is proposed that services which have been subjected to sales tax by the provinces
and are not included in the Schedule to ICT (Tax on Services) Ordinance, 2001, may
be included in the Schedule and subjected to sales tax at standard rate of 16% under
the said Ordinance. For clarity, it is mentioned that the services which are already
being taxed under the Federal Excise Act, 2005, are not included in the services to be
added to ICT law.



SPECIAL PROCEDURE FOR MARBLE INDUSTRY
Presently, sales tax is payable by marble industry under special procedure whereby
sales tax is charged at Rs. 1.25 per unit of electricity consumed. In view of low yield of
this tax, it is proposed that special procedure may be done away with and standard
regime of 17% be restored.

STREAMLINING MEASURES


SIMPLIFICATION OF LAW AND REDUCTION IN NUMBER OF RULES / INSTRUMENTS DEALING
WITH SALES TAX
Presently sales tax law comprises of multi-tiered legislation and sub-ordinate legislation
which makes it difficult for taxpayers to comprehend and follow law and also for the
sales tax collectors to implement the same. Hence, all the special procedures and
redundant SROs are being abolished.



TRANSPOSITION OF SROS TO THE SALES TAX ACT, 1990.
In order to minimize SRO regime, some of the existing SROs are proposed to be
transposed to the Sales Tax Act, 1990. These SROs, which are consequently proposed
to be rescinded.



RESCISSION OF SROS ISSUED BY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.
In view of various proposals presented in this summary, some existing notifications will
become redundant, it is proposed to rescind these notifications



SIMPLIFICATION OF SALES TAX REGISTRATION - EASE OF DOING BUSINESS
It is proposed to issue sales tax registration, through an automated interface without
any physical contact with the tax officers. Biometric verification shall be done within a
month of registration through NADRA e-Sahulat centres.



DECREASING THE LEGISLATIVE BURDEN OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT / CABINET
Cabinet Division has directed to propose amendments in the relevant statutes and
Rules to replace the words "Federal Government” wherever possible. Accordingly,
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both ST & FED laws have been scrutinized. Substantive powers may remain with the
Federal Government, whereas procedural powers are proposed to be assigned to the
Board .


LIMITING SCOPE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S POWER TO GRANT EXEMPTIONS AND
ZERO-RATING
It is also proposed to similarly restrict the powers of the Federal Government to grant
zero-rating under section 4, which presently has no such restrictions attached. It is also
proposed to omit provisions in section 4, which empower FBR to grant zero-rating on
goods purchased by a person making reduced rate supplies.



CHANGE IN PROVISIONS RELATING TO WITHHOLDING
It is proposed to amend sub-section (7) of section 3, to provide that the rate or extent
of withholding / deducting tax by the buyer be specified in the Tenth Schedule to the
Act and the power to make rules be given to the Board.



SECTION 58 OF STA 1990 - ENABLING DIRECTORS ETC TO RECOVER PAID DUES
It is proposed to incorporate provisions enabling directors / partners to recover the
paid amount from company, on the same pattern as already provided in Income Tax
Ordinance, 2001.
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CUSTOMS SALIENT FEATURES
RELIEF MEASURES



To standardize printing and preservation of Holy Quran, import of good quality duty
free Art paper is being allowed.



Exemption of CD on 18 medicinal inputs/items



Exemption of CD on Modular/ Particle Free Operation Theatre



Exemption of CD on Medicines for certain rare diseases



Incentive to promote tourism by reducing duty on pre-fabricated structures for
hotels

INCENTIVIZING LOCAL INDUSTRY:



Exemption of CD on more than 1650 raw materials/industrial inputs



Reduction of CD on Writing & Printing Papers



Exemption of CD on Raw- materials of Paper Industry



Exemption of CD on import of Wood



Reduction of CD on Glass Board for LED Panel manufacturing



Reduction of CD on input goods for paper based Liquid Food Packaging Industry



Reduction of CD on Acetic Acid



Reduction of CD on Nonwoven fabrics



Exemption of CD on Machinery Parts / Accessories for Textile Sector.



Exemption of CD on Elastomeric Yarn



Rationalization of CD on Aluminium Beverage Cans & Inputs thereof



Exemption of CD on raw material for hemodialyzers used by kidney patients



Tariff rationalization on Home Appliance Sector



Reduction of CD on Base Oil as input for Coning Oil, White Oil and other Textile Oils



Reduction of CD on Raw Material for Manufacturing of Pre-Sensitized Printing Plates



Exemption of CD on Preparations for Metal Surfaces as input for Solar Panels



Exemption of CD on Foundation Cloth



Reduction of Duty on Wooden Sheets for Veneering
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Reduction of CD on Oxalic Acid



Reduction of CD on Raw Material of Powder Coating Industry



Reduction of CD on Raw Material for Paper Sizing Agents



Reduction of CD on Bobbins & Spools of Paperboard



Exemption of CD for Hydrocracker Industry for oil refining



Rationalization of tariff structure for SIM card manufacturing industry

REGULATORY DUTY:



Reduction of RD on Mobile Phones



Reduction of RD on smuggling prone items and other industrial inputs



Reduction of RD on Tyres

REVENUE MEASURES:



Increase in rate of Additional Customs Duty for non-essential items.



Withdrawal of exemption on import of LNG
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INCOME TAX ORDINANCE 2001

AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE FINANCE BILL, 2019
Through Finance Bill 2019, following further amendments are proposed to be incorporated
in the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 (XLIX of 2001):
SUPER TAX

SECTION 4B

Presently, a one-time Super Tax for rehabilitation of temporarily displaced persons was
levied in Tax Year 2015 and further extended till tax year 2020. Currently, the rate of
super tax for both banking companies is 3% and for other Companies having taxable
income of Rs 500 Million or above is 2%. These rates shall be reduced by 1% per annum.
Furthermore, brought forward depreciation and business losses are excluded while
computing income for calculating liability of super tax. However, such losses are not
excluded in the case of banking, insurance, oil and mineral exploration companies.
For the Tax Year 2020, brought forward business and depreciation losses have been
excluded from income computed to calculate super tax from all sectors. Since super tax
is being abolished by tax year 2020, this is a move to generate maximum tax revenue
from super tax by disallowing losses for banking, insurance, oil and mineral exploration
companies.
TAX ON PROFIT ON DEBT

SECTION 7B

The maximum threshold for profit on debt for which this section shall apply has been
limited to Rs. 36 Million and for amounts exceeding Rs. 36 million the profit on debt will be
made part of the total income and taxed at normal rates. The rate of tax imposed have
also been increased as discussed in the schedule attached.
DEDUCTIONS NOT ALLOWED

SECTION 21

The scope of this section has been extended to include any amount of commission paid
in excess of 0.2 percent of the gross amount of supplies, which shall be disallowed unless
the dealer is registered under the Sales Tax Act, 1990 and also appearing in the active
taxpayers list of income tax. This has been introduced to counter the profit shifting by
manufacturers, in the form of excess commission to commission agents/dealers, to avoid
their actual tax liability.
INTANGIBLES

SECTION 24

By virtue of proposed amendment, the expenditure regarding intangibles amortized
over a maximum period of 10 years is enhanced to 25 years, where the useful life is
unascertainable. However, the cost of the intangible shall not include self-generated
goodwill or any adjustment arising on account of accounting treatment in the manner
as may be prescribed.
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CAPITAL GAINS

SECTION 37

Through this amendment, income from capital gains is being brought under the normal
tax regime and taxed at normal rates. The gain would be reduced on the basis of the
holding period as follows:

Sr. No.
1
2
3

OPEN PLOTS
Holding Period
One year
One to ten years
Exceeding ten years

Sr. No.
1
2
3

Constructed Property
Holding Period
Gain to be Taxed
One year
100%
One to five years
75%
Exceeding five years
0%

INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCES

Gain to be Taxed
100%
75%
0%

SECTION 39

Previously, where the gift of a capital asset is not from a relative, capital asset was treated
to have been acquired at the acquisition date resulting in a gain or loss, thus, a liability for
capital gains tax arises, in case of a gain.
The relative of an individual was defined as:
i.
an ancestor, a descendant of any of the grandparents, or an adopted child, of the
individual, or of a spouse of the individual or
ii.
a spouse of the individual or of any person specified in (i).
Through this proposed amendment, capital gains is being brought under the normal tax
regime and taxed at normal rates under income from other sources unless the gift is
received from grandparents, parents, spouse, real brother, real sister, son or a daughter, in
which case there is no gain.
EXEMPTIONS AND TAX CONCESSIONS
IN THE SECOND SCHEDULE

SECTION 53

The power to grant exemption by the Federal Government is being limited to the extent of
emergency situations only and the power of the Federal Government to grant exemption
to remove anomaly in taxes and for development of backward areas is being withdrawn.
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TAX CREDIT FOR
HEALTH INSURANCE

INVESTMENT

IN

SECTION 62A

The restriction of being a filer, to avail tax credit for payment on account of health
insurance premium or contribution to an insurance company registered with SECP to an
individual or a member of an AOP, who is deriving income from business or salary has now
been removed. A person whether on the ATL or not shall be entitled for this tax credit,
however, further clarification on this is required by the FBR.
TAX CREDIT FOR PERSONS EMPLOYING
FRESH GRADUATES

SECTION 64C

A new provision has been inserted in the Ordinance which provides for allowing tax credit
for persons employing fresh qualified graduates, having graduated after 1st July 2017, from
universities or institutions recognized by the Higher Education Commission. The tax credit
shall be deducted from the tax payable by such persons and would be in addition to the
expenditure claimed by businesses on payment of salary to their employees. However,
the credit will be allowed against salary of those fresh graduates which are not more than
15% of the total employees. This is a positive step towards incentivizing businesses to
reduce their tax liabilities through employing fresh graduates and create opportunities for
employment.
TAX CREDIT FOR INVESTMENT

SECTION 65B

The tax credit equal to ten percent on the purchase price of machinery, available to
corporate industrial undertakings investing in purchase of plant & machinery for extension,
expansion, balancing, modernizing & replacement extended up to tax year 2021 is now
restricted up to 30th June, 2019 and for the tax year 2019, the tax credit is being reduced
from 10% to 5% of the purchase value of machinery. However, industrial undertakings
which have already claimed this tax credit but could not fully adjust the credit against tax
payable would still be entitled to carry forward the unabsorbed available credit of prior
years.
PURCHASE OF ASSETS
BANKING CHANNEL

THROUGH

SECTION 75A

Persons purchasing immovable property of fair market value greater than rupees five
million and one million or more in the case of any other asset, would now be required to
make payment for the said purchase through a crossed banking instrument. To deter
persons from not using banking channel, in case of non-compliance, the deductions in
respect of depreciation, initial allowance, amortization and pre-commencement
expenditure in respect of such assets shall not be allowed. Further, the amount of
purchase shall not be treated as cost for calculation of any gain on sale of such asset. A
penalty at the rate of five percent of FBR value of asset is being be imposed for violation
of this requirement.
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RESIDENT INDIVIDUAL

SECTION 82

A resident individual for a tax year is defined as an individual who is present in Pakistan for
a period of, or periods amounting in aggregate to, one hundred and eighty-three days or
more in the tax year or is an employee or official of the Federal Government or a
Provincial Government posted abroad in the tax year.
The definition of resident is being extended to include an individual present in Pakistan for
a period of, or periods amounting in aggregate to, ninety days or more in the tax year
and who, in the four years preceding the tax year, has been in Pakistan for a period of, or
periods amounting in aggregate to, three hundred and sixty-five days or more.
SPECIAL PROCEDURE
PERSONS

FOR

CERTAIN

SECTION 99C

The Federal government seeks to bring certain persons such as small businesses,
construction businesses, medical practitioners, hospitals, educational institutions, and any
other sector specified in the tax net by incentivizing such persons through simplified
taxation and simplified procedures of record keeping, tax payment, return filing and
assessment. Therefore an enabling provision has been introduced which authorizes the
Federal Government, to notify the aforementioned special provisions in such cities or
territories, as may be specified.
SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING
PERSONS NOT APPEARING IN
ACTIVE TAXPAYERS' LIST

TO

SECTION 100BA

The concept of "non-filer" is being abolished and a separate Schedule is being
introduced for persons not appearing on ATL. The schedule is summarized as under:
 Persons whose names are not appearing on the ATL will be subjected to hundred
percent increased rate of tax.
 The withholding agents will clearly specify the names, CNIC or any other identification
of such persons in the withholding statement so that legal provisions to enforce return
can come into effect.
 Where a withholding agent is of the opinion that hundred percent increased tax is not
required to be collected on the basis that the person was not required to file return,
the withholding agent shall furnish an intimation to the Commissioner setting out the
basis on which the person is not required to file return.
 The Commissioner shall accept or reject the contention on the basis of existing law. In
case the Commissioner fails to respond within thirty days, permission shall be deemed
to be granted to not deduct tax at hundred percent increased rate
 Where the person's tax has been deducted or collected at hundred percent
increased rate and the person fails to file return of income for the year for which tax
was deducted, the Commissioner shall make a provisional assessment within sixty days
of the due date for filing of return by imputing income so that tax on imputed income
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is equal to the hundred percent increased tax deducted or collected from such
person and the imputed income shall be treated as concealed income.
 The provisional assessment shall be of no effect if the person files return within forty five
days of completion of provisional assessment and the provisions of the Ordinance
shall apply accordingly. Where return is not filed within forty five days of provisional
assessment, it shall be treated as final assessment and the Commissioner shall initiate
penalty proceedings for concealment of income.
 Following tax withholding provisions remain outside the ambit of Tenth Schedule
having been already applicable on persons not appearing in ATL (currently termed as
non- filers):
Section Reference
231A
231AA
236P
236U
236V

Nature of payment
Cash withdrawal from a bank
Advance tax on transactions in bank
Advance tax on banking transactions otherwise than through
cash
Advance tax on insurance premium
Advance tax on extraction of minerals

TAX CREDIT FOR CERTAIN PERSONS

SECTION 100 C

To avail the tax credit under section 100C, it is mandatory for non-profit organizations,
trusts and welfare institutions to obtain recognition from Commissioner u/s 2(36) to avail
the facility of 100% tax credit. Presently, NPOs are only allowed this 100 % credit on the
condition that they are recognized by the Commissioner according to a prescribed
procedure whereas, there is no such requirement of recognition for trusts and welfare
institutions.
Furthermore, if a private benefit is provided to the donors or family, children or
author
of
the
trust
or
his
descendants
or
the
maker
of
the
institution or to any other person, the amount of such benefit shall be added to the
income of the donor.
REPORT
FROM
INDEPENDENT
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT OR COST
AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

SECTION 108A

In case of non-arm‟s length transactions, the Commissioner is being empowered to
obtain a report from an independent chartered accountant or cost and management
accountant
to
determine
the
fair
market
value
of
asset, product, expenditure or service at the time of transaction. If the commissioner is
satisfied, the observations recorded in the report shall be treated as definite information
or
if
the
Commissioner
is
not
satisfied
with
the
report,
the
Commissioner may record reasons for being not satisfied with the report and
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seek report from another
management accountant.
TRANSACTIONS UNDER
ARRANGEMENTS

independent

DEALERSHIP

chartered

accountant

or

cost

and

SECTION 108AB

Where a person supplies products listed in the Third Schedule to the Sales Tax Act, 1990
or any other products as prescribed by the Board, under a dealership
arrangement with the dealers who are not registered under the Sales Tax Act,
1990
and
are
not
appearing
in
the
active
taxpayers‟
list,
an amount equal to seventy-five percent of the dealer's margin shall be added to the
income of the person making such supplies. For the purposes of operation of this section,
ten percent of the sale price of the manufacturer shall be treated as dealers margin.
UNEXPLAINED INCOME OR ASSETS

SECTION 111

The limit of Rs. 10 Million on foreign exchange remitted from abroad through normal
banking channels and encashed in Pakistani Rupees from a scheduled bank prescribed
per person per year is reduced to Rs. 5 Million and amounts above the prescribed limit
shall be subject to inquiry for income tax purposes.
RETURN OF INCOME

SECTION 114

The mandatory requirement for filing of returns for persons who own immoveable
property with land area of 250 square yards is amended and now persons who own
immoveable property with land area of 500 square yards are required to furnish a return
of income for a tax year.
METHOD OF FURNISHING RETURNS AND
OTHER DOCUMENTS

SECTION 118

The date of filing of return has been extended to September 30 from August 31 in the
case of salaried individuals and where all the person‟s income is subject to final taxation.
RESTRICTION OF PROCEEDINGS

SECTION 120B

Where any person entitled to declare undisclosed assets, undisclosed expenditure and
undisclosed sales under the Assets Declaration Act, 2019 declares such assets,
expenditures or sales to pay tax, no proceedings shall be undertaken under this
Ordinance in respect of such declaration.
Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law, for the time being in force, subsection (3) of section 216, except the provisions of clauses (a) and (g) of sub section (3)
of section 216, particulars of the persons making declaration under the Assets
Declaration Act, 2019 or any information received in any declaration made under the
said Act shall be confidential.
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ALTERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

SECTION 134A

Presently, the person nominated by the taxpayer from a panel notified by the Board, for
committee appointed by the Board in case of Alternate Dispute Resolution includes
senior chartered accountants and senior advocates. Through this amendment, the
person to be nominated by the taxpayer from a panel notified by the Board shall now
also include cost and management accountants. However, the panel must have a
minimum of 10 years of experience in the field of taxation.
COLLECTION OF TAX IN THE CASE OF
PRIVATE
COMPANIES
AND
ASSOCIATIONS OF PERSONS

SECTION 139

Presently, tax payable by a member of association of persons can be recovered from
the association itself and tax payable by an association of persons cannot be recovered
from its member. Through this proposed amendment, any tax payable by an association
of persons cannot be recovered, the same would be recovered from any person who is
a member of the association. The member would thereafter be allowed to recover the
tax paid by him from the AOP.
ASSESSMENT OF PERSONS ABOUT TO
LEAVE PAKISTAN

SECTION 145

Through this proposed amendment, the Commissioner has the authority to freeze any
domestic asset of the person including any asset beneficially owned by the person for a
period of one hundred and twenty days or till the finalization of proceedings including but
not limited to recovery proceedings, whichever is earlier, where on the basis of
information received from any offshore jurisdiction, the Commissioner has reason to
believe that such person who is likely to leave Pakistan may be involved in offshore tax
evasion or such person is about to dispose of any such asset.
IMPORTS

SECTION 148

Tax required to be collected at import stage on all imports is to be treated as a minimum
tax.
PROFIT ON DEBT

SECTION 151

Tax deductible under this section shall be a minimum tax on the profit on
debt arising to a taxpayer.
PAYMENTS TO NON RESIDENTS

SECTION 152

Tax on all payments made to a non-resident person shall be a minimum tax instead of
final tax. Previously, tax on payments by way of advance to a permanent establishment
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in Pakistan of a non-resident person for the rendering of or providing services was only
treated as minimum tax.
Furthermore, the Commissioner may, in case of payment that constitutes part of an
overall arrangement of a cohesive business operation, on application made by the
person making payment and after making such inquiry, as the Commissioner thinks fit,
allow by order in writing, the person to make payment after deduction of tax equal to
thirty percent of the tax chargeable on such payment and the credit of the tax so
deducted shall be available to the permanent establishment of the non-resident
accounting for overall profits arising on the overall cohesive business operation.
Cohesive business operation includes an overall arrangement for the supply of goods,
installation,
construction,
assembly,
commission,
guarantees
or
supervisory activities and all or principal activities are undertaken or performed either by
the person or the associates of the person and supply of goods include the goods
imported in the name of the associate or any other person, whether or not the title to the
goods passes outside Pakistan.
PAYMENTS FOR GOODS,
AND CONTRACTS

SERVICES SECTION 153

Presently, the tax deducted on payments made to resident persons for the sale of goods
and on the execution of a contract was treated as final tax. Through this proposed
amendment, the tax deducted on all payments made to resident persons for the sale of
goods, rendering of services and on the execution of a contract shall now be treated as
minimum tax. Furthermore, the bill proposes to omit Clause (94), part IV of the second
schedule provided for reduced rate of 2% on specified services and section 153(4A)
relating to issuance of exemption certificate to such service providers.

PAYMENT OF ROYALTY TO RESIDENT SECTION 153B
PERSONS
Presently, there is no such withholding tax in case of payment of royalty to a resident
person. Through this proposed amendment, a withholding tax at the rate of 15% of the
gross amount of royalty to be deducted from resident persons is being introduced which
shall be adjustable.
FAILURE TO PAY TAX COLLECTED OR SECTION 161
DEDUCTED
A new provision has been inserted whereby the Commissioner may amend or further
amend an order of recovery, if he considers that the order is erroneous in so far it is
prejudicial to the interest of revenue after providing an opportunity of being heard to the
taxpayer.
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FURNISHING
BANKS

OF

INFORMATION

BY SECTION 165A

Presently, every banking company shall provide to the Board a list of persons receiving
profit on debt exceeding one million rupees for filers and five hundred thousand rupees
for non-filers to five hundred thousand rupees. These limits have now been revised.
Through this amendment, every banking company shall provide to the Board a list of
persons receiving profit on debt exceeding five hundred thousand rupees.
TAX COLLECTED OR DEDUCTED AS A SECTION 169
FINAL TAX
Persons whose names are not appearing on the ATL will be subjected to hundred percent
increased rate of tax, the final tax shall be tax prescribed as for persons appearing on the
ATL and excess tax shall be adjustable in case the return is filed before finalization of the
provisional assessment.

PAYMENT OF REFUND THROUGH SECTION 171A
INCOME TAX REFUND BONDS
To address the issue of long time outstanding refunds, Promissory notes would be issued to
claimants at their option by a newly formed company called the FBR Refund Settlement
Company Limited. The bonds are to have a maturity period of three years and shall bear
annual simple profit at ten percent, after which the company shall return the promissory
note to the Board and the Board shall make payment of amount due under bonds along
with profit due to the bond holders.
POWER TO
PREMISES

ENTER

AND

SEARCH SECTION 175

A new provision has been inserted whereby the Commissioner shall have the authority to
raid any premises where there is reliable information of undeclared gold, bearer security
or foreign currency and confiscate the same in order to enforce any provision of this
Ordinance.
AUDIT

SECTION 177

Presently, when a taxpayer is selected for audit of its tax affairs, the Commissioner is
required to obtain taxpayer's explanation on issues raised in audit and thereafter, amend
the assessment, if need be. Through this proposed amendment, the Commissioner is
required to issue an audit report containing audit observations and findings, after
obtaining taxpayer‟s explanation on all the issues raised in the audit. After issuing the audit
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report, the Commissioner may, if considered necessary, amend the assessment after
providing an opportunity of being heard to the taxpayer.
BUSINESS LICENCE SCHEME

SECTION 181D

Presently, only taxpayers are required to register with the Board for tax purposes. Persons
deriving business income who are otherwise not required to file return being below
taxable threshold are not required to register. Through this proposed amendment, Every
person engaged in any business, profession or vocation shall be required to obtain and
display a business licence as prescribed by the Board.
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

SECTION 182

The penalties for offenses committed by a person have been significantly increased.
Significant new penalties have also been added to the list to ensure compliance.
RETURN NOT FILED WITHIN DUE DATE

SECTION 182A

A new proviso has been inserted, whereby a person shall be included in the active tax
payers‟ list even after filing the return after the due date if a surcharge is paid amounting
to PKR 20,000, PKR 10,000 and PKR 1,000 in case of a company, association of persons and
an individual respectively.
Further, the condition of not placing name on ATL for the whole year is being abolished.
Instead, such a person would be penalized by withholding any refund due to a late-filer in
the tax year in which the return was filed late without incurring any liability of
compensation for delayed refund.
PROSECUTION FOR NON-COMPLIANCE
WITH
CERTAIN
STATUTORY
OBLIGATIONS.

SECTION 191

The scope of this section is extended to include any person who fails to furnish particulars
or complete or accurate particulars of persons in the biannual statement of withholding
tax.
PROSECUTION FOR CONCEALMENT OF
AN OFFSHORE ASSET.

SECTION 192B

A new section provision is proposed to be added whereby any person who fails to
declare an offshore asset to the Commissioner or furnishes inaccurate particulars of an
offshore asset and revenue impact of such concealment or furnishing of inaccurate
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particulars is one hundred thousand rupees or more shall commit an offence punishable
on conviction with imprisonment up to seven years or with a fine up to two hundred
percent of the amount of tax evaded or both.
PROSECUTION FOR NON-COMPLIANCE SECTION 195A
WITH NOTICE UNDER SECTION 116A.
A new section provision is proposed to be added whereby any person who, without
reasonable excuse, fails to comply with a notice to furnish a foreign income and assets
statement, shall commit an offence punishable on conviction with imprisonment up to
two years or with a fine up to a penalty of two percent of the offshore asset not declared
or both.
PROSECUTION FOR NON-COMPLIANCE SECTION 195B
WITH NOTICE UNDER SECTION 116A.
A new section provision is proposed to be added whereby any enabler who enables,
guides or advises any person to design, arrange or manage a transaction or declaration
in such a manner which results in offshore tax evasion, shall commit an offence punishable
on conviction with imprisonment for a term not exceeding seven years or with a fine up to
five million rupees or both.
DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION BY A
PUBLIC SERVANT

SECTION 216

The Board shall have the authority to publish the names of offshore evaders, in the print
and electronic media who have evaded offshore tax equal to or exceeding rupees two
and half million and the names of offshore tax enablers, in the print and electronic media
who have enabled offshore tax evasion.
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST PERSONS

SECTION 216A

A new enabling provision is being introduced to prescribe rules for initiating criminal
proceedings against officers and officials of the Board who deliberately commit acts or
fail to act for personal benefits. This is to prevent misuse of authority to gain financial
benefit.
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RESTRICTION
ON
CERTAIN ASSETS

PURCHASE

OF

SECTION 227C

Restriction on non-filers on registration of new locally manufactured or imported motor
vehicles and purchase of immoveable property is now proposed to be deleted.
AUTOMATED IMPERSONAL TAX REGIME

SECTION 227D

A new provision is being introduced which authorizes the Board to design an Automated
Impersonal Tax Regime and prescribe rules in respect of the same through a notification in
the gazette. The purpose of this regime is to minimize the interaction between officials and
taxpayers which are low risk and compliant.
DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF SPECIAL
INITIATIVE

SECTION 230G

A new authority, Directorate General of Special Initiative has been setup for which the
Board may, by notification in the official Gazette specify the functions, jurisdiction and
powers of the Directorate General of Special Initiative and its officers and confer the
powers of authorities upon the Directorate General and its officers.
DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF VALUATION

SECTION 230H

A new authority, Directorate General of Valuation has been setup for which the Board
may, by notification in the official Gazette specify the functions, jurisdiction and powers of
the Directorate General of Special Initiative and its officers and confer the powers of
authorities upon the Directorate General and its officers.
BROKERAGE AND COMMISSION

SECTION 233

Presently, the tax collected or deducted from a person deriving income from brokerage
and commission was treated as final tax liability. Through this proposed amendment, this
shall now be treated as minimum tax liability.
TAX ON CNG STATIONS

SECTION 234A

Presently, the tax collected or deducted from a person deriving income from CNG
stations was treated as final tax liability. Through this proposed amendment, this shall now
be treated as minimum tax liability.
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ADVANCE TAX ON SALE OR TRANSFER
OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY

SECTION 236C

Presently, advance tax collected from the seller was not collected if the immovable
property is held for a period exceeding three years. This is now proposed to be extended
to five years.
TAX ON PURCHASE OR TRANSFER OF
IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY

SECTION 236W

Advance tax at the rate of 3 percent payable by the purchaser of the amount
representing the differential between the FBR value of immovable property and the DC
value, is now withdrawn.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE FIRST SCHEDULE TO THE INCOME TAX
ORDINANCE, 2001
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the First Schedule of the Income
Tax Ordinance, 2001:
PART I-DIVISION I – INCREASE IN THE THRESHOLD OF TAXABLE INCOMES OF SALARIED, NONSALARIED PERSONS AND ASSOCIATION OF PERSONS
Prior to Finance Act 2018, the threshold of taxable income for both salaried and nonsalaried persons was Rs.400,000. Through the Finance Act, 2018, the threshold was
increased to Rs.1,200,000. The threshold of taxable income is generally a proportion of the
per capita income of a country. Such significant increase is unprecedented and
distortionary, resulting in revenue loss also. Therefore it has been proposed that the
threshold of taxable income may be revised and fixed at Rs.600,000 for salaried persons
and Rs.400,000 for non-salaried persons.
The rates of tax imposed on the taxable income of every salaried individual shall be as
set out in the following table:
S.No.
1.
2.
3.

4

5.

6.

7.

8.

Taxable income
Rate of tax
Where the taxable income does not 0%
exceed Rs. 600,000
Where taxable income exceeds
5% of the amount
Rs. 600,000 but does not
exceeding Rs. 600,000
exceed Rs. 1,200,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 30,000 plus 10% of
Rs. 1,200,000 but does not
the amount exceeding
exceed Rs. 1,800,000
Rs. 1,200,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 90,000 plus 15% of
Rs. 1,800,000 but does not
the amount exceeding
Rs. 1,800,000
exceed Rs. 2,500,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 195,000 plus 17.5%
Rs. 2,500,000 but does not
of the amount
exceed Rs. 3,500,000
exceeding Rs.
2,500,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 370,000 plus 20%
Rs. 3,500,000 but does not
of the amount
exceed Rs. 5,000,000
exceeding Rs.
3,500,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 670,000 plus 22.5%
Rs. 5,000,000 but does not exceed Rs. of the amount exceeding
8,000,000
Rs.
5,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 1,345,000 plus 25%
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Rs. 8,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 12,000,000
9.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 12,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs.30,000,000

10.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 30,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs.50,000,000

11.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 50,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs.75,000,000

12.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs.75,000,000

of the amount
exceeding Rs.
8,000,000
Rs. 2,345,000 plus
27.5% of the amount
exceeding Rs.
12,000,000
Rs. 7,295,000 plus 30%
of the amount
exceeding Rs.
30,000,000
Rs. 13,295,000 plus
32.5% of the amount
exceeding Rs.
50,000,000
Rs. 21,420,000 plus
35% of the amount
exceeding Rs.75,000,000

The rates of tax imposed on the taxable income of every non-salaried individual and
association of persons shall be as set out in the following table:
S.No.
1.
2.
3.

4

5.

6.

7.
8.

Taxable income
Where the taxable income does not
exceed Rs. 400,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 400,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 600,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 600,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 1,200,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 1,200,000 but does not exceed Rs.
2,400,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 2,400,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 3,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 3,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 4,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 4,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 6,000,000
Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 6,000,000

Rate of tax
0%
5% of the amount
exceeding Rs. 400,000
Rs. 10,000 plus 10% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 600,000
Rs. 70,000 plus 15% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 1,200,000
Rs. 250,000 plus 20% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 2,400,000
Rs. 370,000 plus 25% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 3,000,000
Rs. 620,000 plus 30% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 4,000,000
Rs. 1,220,000 plus 35%
Of the amount exceeding
Rs. 6,000,000
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PART-I-DIVISION II – MAINTAINING THE SAME CORPORATE TAX RATES
The tax rate for companies has gradually been decreased from 35% in tax year 2013, to
30% in tax year 2018. Through the Finance Act, 2018, the tax rate for companies was
further intended to be reduced from 30% in tax year 2018 to 29% in tax year 2019 and 1%
each year up to tax year 2023. At present, for tax year 2019 the tax rate have been 29%.
As the tax rates have already been reduced from 35% to 29% in the last six years, and the
fact that Pakistan has the lowest corporate tax rate in the region, the tax rate for
companies has been fixed at 29% for a number of years in order to recover and maintain
the tax base to ensure revenue.
PART-I-DIVISION III – INCREASE IN TAX RATES ON INCOME FROM DIVIDEND
At present dividend income is not part of income under normal tax regime and is subject
to separate taxation. The standard rate of tax on dividend income is 15%. The present tax
rate of 7.5% on dividend received on shares of a company set up for power generation or
on shares of a company supplying coal exclusively to power generation projects is being
increased to 15%. Further, tax rate of dividend is being charged at 25% for persons
receiving dividend from a companies where no tax is payable by such company due to
exemption of income or carry forward of business losses or claim of tax credits.
Presently the rate of tax on dividend received by a person from a mutual fund is 10% and
12.5% and the persons receiving dividend from stock fund is also taxed 12.5%.
PART-I-DIVISION IIIA – INCREASE IN TAX RATES ON INCOME FROM PROFIT ON DEBT
Presently the profit on debt is taxed separately and is not part of the income in normal tax
regime. The tax rates are 10%, 12.5% and 15% for slabs up to five million rupees, between
five million to twenty five million rupees and above twenty five million rupees respectively.
The rates are being revised wherein tax rates for profit on debt not exceeding Rs.5 million
shall be increased from 10% to 15%, between Rs. 5 and 25 million tax rates shall be
increased from 12.5% to 17.5% and from 25 to 36 million tax rates are being increased from
15% to 20%.
The rate of advance withholding tax on payment of profit on debt is also being enhanced
from 10% to 15%. Furthermore, the separate rates mentioned above would be applicable
for profit on debt up to Rs.36 million and for amounts exceeding Rs. 36 million the profit on
debt will be made part of the total income and taxed at normal rates. The rates on profit
on debt are given below:
S.No.
1.
2.

3.

Profit on debt
Where profit on debt does
exceed Rs. 5,000,000
Where profit on debt exceeds
Rs. 5,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 25,000,000
Where profit on debt exceeds
Rs. 25,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 36,000,000

Rate of tax
not

15%
17.5%
20%
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PART-I-DIVISION VIA – INCREASE IN SLABS AND TAX RATES FOR INCOME FROM PROPERTY
At present there are five taxable slabs of income from property with the highest slab rate
being Rs. 210,000 plus 20% of income exceeding Rs. 2,000,000. The said slab is being
limited from Rs. 2,000,000 to Rs. 4,000,000 and thereafter three additional brackets of
income between four to six million, six to eight million and exceeding eight million are
being added. The said table is reproduced below:

S.No.
(1)
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Gross amount of rent
(2)
Where the gross amount of rent does
not exceed Rs. 200,000
Where the gross amount of rent
exceeds Rs. 200,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 600,000
Where the gross amount of rent
exceeds Rs. 600,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 1,000,000
Where the gross amount of rent
exceeds Rs. 1,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 2,000,000
Where the gross amount of rent
exceeds Rs. 2,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 4,000,000
Where the gross amount of rent
exceeds Rs. 4,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 6,000,000
Where the gross amount of rent
exceeds Rs. 6,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 8,000,000
Where the gross amount of rent
exceeds Rs. 8,000,000

Rate of tax
(3)
Nil
5% of the gross amount
exceeding 200,000
Rs. 20,000 plus 10% of the
gross amount exceeding
600,000
Rs. 60,000 plus 15% of the
gross amount exceeding
1,000,000
Rs. 210,000 plus 20% of
the gross amount
exceeding 2,000,000
Rs. 610,000 plus 25% of
the gross amount
exceeding 4,000,000
Rs. 1,110,000 plus 30% of
the gross amount
exceeding 6,000,000
Rs. 1,710,000 plus 35% of
the gross amount
exceeding 8,000,000

PART I-DIVISION VII – TAX RATE FOR SECURITIES
Capital gains on sale of securities have been remained the same as prior to finance bill.
The rates for the person not appearing in the active taxpayers list are now proposed to be
doubled.
PART I-DIVISION VIII – INCOME FROM SALE OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
The said Division VIII is now proposed to be abolished and the capital gain arising from
sale of immovable property is now being proposed to fall under normal tax regime. Hence
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the separate taxation of income from sale of property shall be changed to normal
taxation scheme.
The gain on open plots would be reduced on the basis of net present value so that where
the holding period is up to one year the full gain will be taxed. Where the holding period is
between one to ten years, 75% of the gain shall be taxed and there will be no tax in case
the holding period is more than ten years. Similarly, gain on sale of constructed property is
to be fully taxed where the holding period is up to one year and 75% of the gain will be
taxed where the holding period is between one to five years. Where the holding period is
above five years no gains shall be taxed.
PART I-DIVISION IX – INCREASE IN THE MINIMUM RATES OF TURNOVER TAX
The rates of minimum turnover tax have now been increased. Presently the rate for
different sectors was 0.5% which is now been proposed to increase up to 0.75%, in the
same way the rate of 0.2% is proposed to increase up to 0.25%, the rate of 0.25% is
proposed to increase up to 0.3% and rate of 1.25% is proposed to increase up to 1.5%.
PART II- OMISSION OF TAX RATE FOR NON-FILERS ON IMPORT OF GOODS
The tax rates provided in the First Schedule of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 regarding
the non-filers on import of goods under section 148 have now been abolished as these
rates are separately provided in the Tenth Schedule.
PART III- DIVISION I - ADVANCE TAX RATE ON DIVIDEND
The withholding tax rates provided in Part III of the First Schedule of the Income Tax
Ordinance 2001 regarding the withholding of the tax on dividend income is now being
increased to 15% for all persons receiving dividend income.
PART III- DIVISION IA – INCREASE IN WITHHOLDING TAX RATE ON PROFIT ON DEBT
The rate of advance withholding tax on payment of profit on debt is also being enhanced
from 10% to 15%. Furthermore, the separate rates mentioned above would be applicable
for profit on debt up to Rs.36 million and for amounts exceeding Rs. 36 million the profit on
debt will be made part of the total income and taxed at normal rates. Provided that the
rate shall be 10% in cases where yield or profit paid is rupees five hundred thousand
rupees or less. Whereas the withholding tax rate for the persons not appearing in the
active tax payers list shall be separately provided in the Tenth Schedule.
PART III- DIVISION II – PAYMENT TO NON-RESIDENTS
The withholding tax rates provided in Division II of Part III of the First Schedule of the
Income Tax Ordinance 2001 regarding the withholding of the tax on certain payments to
non-residents whose name is not appearing in the active tax payers list shall be separately
provided in the Tenth Schedule.
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PART III- DIVISION III – PAYMENT TO SALE OF GOODS, SERVICES AND CONTRACTS
The withholding tax rates provided in Division III of Part III of the First Schedule of the
Income Tax Ordinance 2001 regarding the withholding of the tax on payments to
residents on account of sale of goods, rendering of services and on account of contracts,
whose name is not appearing in the active tax payers list shall be separately provided in
the Tenth Schedule.
PART III- DIVISION IIIB – ROYALTY PAID TO RESIDENT PERSONS
At present withholding tax is deducted on any payment of royalty to a non-resident
person. However, there is no such withholding tax in case of payment of royalty to a
resident person. Therefore a withholding tax at the rate of 15% of the gross amount of
royalty to be deducted from resident persons is being introduced and a new division in
this regard have been inserted.
PART IV- DIVISION XVIII – ADVANCE TAX ON PURCHASE OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
As the increase in FBR values of immovable property is going to increase the incidence of
tax on genuine buyers and sellers, the rate of withholding tax on purchase of immovable
property is being reduced from 2% to 1%..
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE SECOND SCHEDULE TO THE INCOME TAX
ORDINANCE, 2001.
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the Second Schedule of the
Income Tax Ordinance, 2001:
PART I – EXEMPTIONS FROM TOTAL INCOME
Exemption for certain allowances of Armed Forces Personnel:
Various allowances have been proposed Earlier for Armed Forces Personnel i.e Kit
allowance, Ration Allowance, Special Messing Allowance, SSG Allowance, Northern
Areas Compensatory Allowance, Special pay for Northern Areas and Height Allowance.
In addition to above the allowances by the name of "internal security allowance,
compensation in lieu of bearer allowance," shall also be exempted
Exemption for Donation to the Institutions
Any amount paid as a donation to the following institutions is now exempt from tax:



Layton Rahmatullah Benevolent Trust (LRBT).
Akhuwat

Exemption for Income of Institutions
Income derived by following institutions is now exempt from tax:



Akhuwat.
Audit Oversight Board.

Profit and gains on sale of immovable property to a rental REIT
Profit and gains on sale of immovable property to a rental REIT scheme shall be exempt
up to the 30th day of June, 2021.
Exemption of profit and gains in respect of first sale of immovable property
An exemption shall be available from profit and gains accruing to persons mentioned in
proviso to sub-section (1) of section 236C in respect of first sale of immovable property
acquired from or allotted by the Federal Government or Provincial Government or any
authority duly certified by the official allotment authority, and the property acquired or
allotted is in recognition of services rendered by the Shaheed or the person who dies in
service.
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PART III – REDUCTION IN TAX LIABILITY
1.

2.

Through this proposed amendment, the tax payable by a full time teacher and
researcher which was reduced by 40% is now being proposed to reduce up to 25%.
Moreover government training institutions are now being omitted from this clause. This
reduction shall not apply to teachers of medical profession who derive income from
private medical practice or who receive share of consideration received from
patients.
The amount of tax payable on income chargeable under the head, "Capital Gains"
on disposal of immovable property shall be reduced by fifty percent on the first sale of
immovable property acquired or allotted to ex-servicemen and serving personnel of
Armed Forces or ex-employees or serving personnel of Federal and Provincial
Governments, being original allottees of the immovable property, duly certified by the
allotment authority

PART IV – EXEMPTIONS FROM SPECIFIC PROVISIONS
1.
2.
3.

4.

The provisions of section 153 shall not apply in case of goods transport contractors,
provided that such contractors pay tax at the rate of 3% on payments for rendering or
providing of carriage services. This rate of 3% was previously 2.5%.
The clause containing the wordings, “The provisions of clause (a) of section 165, shall
not apply to any manufacturer, distributor, dealer and wholesaler required to collect
advance tax under sub section (1) of section 236H”, shall be omitted.
The reduced rate available to company engaged in providing or rendering freight
forwarding services, air cargo services, courier services, manpower outsourcing
services, hotel services, security guard services, software development services, IT
services and IT enabled services [as defined in clause (133) of Part I of Second
Schedule] tracking services, advertising services (other than by print or electronic
media), share registrar services, engineering services, car rental services, building
maintenance services, services rendered by Pakistan Stock Exchange Limited and
Pakistan Mercantile Exchange Limited, inspection, certification, testing and training
services, is now being abolished and the rate has been increased to 4%, subject to
certain conditions.
The specific exemption from the provisions of section 177 and 214C was available to
persons whose income tax affairs have been audited in any of the three preceding
years. This exemption has now been withdrawn and hence a person‟s income tax
affairs can again be selected for audit within the tree years.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE THIRD SCHEDULE TO THE INCOME TAX
ORDINANCE, 2001.
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the Third Schedule of the Income
Tax Ordinance, 2001.
PART II – INITIAL ALLOWANCE FOR BUILDINGS
Under the section 23 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, an initial allowance was
available to a person who places an eligible depreciable asset (building) into service in
Pakistan for the first time in a tax year. This initial allowance on buildings is now been
abolished.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE FOURTH SCHEDULE TO THE INCOME TAX
ORDINANCE, 2001.
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the Fourth Schedule of the
Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.
PART I – RULES FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE PROFITS AND GAINS OF INSURANCE BUSINESS
Presently, income of general insurance companies is computed on the basis of financial
statements with certain limited adjustments. It is now proposed to allow the Commissioner
to examine and amend the amount of income as disclosed in the financial statement
presented to the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan with respect to
commission paid and claimed for losses.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE SEVENTH SCHEDULE TO THE INCOME TAX
ORDINANCE, 2001
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the Seventh Schedule of the
Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.
PART I – RULES FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE PROFITS AND GAINS OF A BANKING
COMPANY AND TAX PAYABLE THEREON







Provisions for advances and off balance sheet items admissible upto 1% or 5% of total
advances, as the case may be, shall be exclusive of reversals of such provisions.
Reversals of „bad debts‟ classified as „doubtful‟ or „loss‟ are taxable to the extent of
provisions already allowed.
With effect from tax year 2020 and onward, reversal of bad debts classified as loss
shall be taxable to the extent of such provisions allowed.
Presently, the bad debts which are classified as sub-standard under the Prudential
Regulations of State Bank of Pakistan are not allowed until the same are reclassified as
doubtful. Through this proposed amendment, bad debts classified as doubtful are
also not allowed and the deduction shall be allowed only to the extent of loss.
For tax years 2020 and onwards, the taxable income arising from additional income
earned from additional investments in Federal Government securities is proposed to
be taxed at the rate of 37.5% instead of existing rate of 35%. The amount of additional
income and additional investments shall be determined on the basis of certificate
from external auditor to be furnished by the banks, along with accounts, while e-filing
return of income.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE TENTH SCHEDULE TO THE INCOME TAX
ORDINANCE, 2001
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the Tenth Schedule of the
Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.
PART I – RULES FOR PERSONS NOT APPEARING IN THE ACTIVE TAXPAYERS' LIST
The concept of "non-filer" is being abolished and instead introduces provisions to deal
with such persons whose names do not appear on Active Taxpayers List (ATL). The effect
of which is summarized as under:
 Persons whose names are not appearing on the ATL will be subjected to hundred
percent increased rate of tax.
 The withholding agents will clearly specify the names, CNIC or any other identification
of such persons in the withholding statement so that legal provisions to enforce return
can come into effect.
 Where a withholding agent is of the opinion that hundred percent increased tax is not
required to be collected on the basis that the person was not required to file return,
the withholding agent shall furnish an intimation to the Commissioner setting out the
basis on which the person is not required to file return.
 The Commissioner shall accept or reject the contention on the basis of existing law. In
case the Commissioner fails to respond within thirty days, permission shall be deemed
to be granted to not deduct tax at hundred percent increased rate
 Where the person's tax has been deducted or collected at hundred percent
increased rate and the person fails to file return of income for the year for which tax
was deducted, the Commissioner shall make a provisional assessment within sixty days
of the due date for filing of return by imputing income so that tax on imputed income
is equal to the hundred percent increased tax deducted or collected from such
person and the imputed income shall be treated as concealed income.
 The provisional assessment shall be of no effect if the person files return within forty five
days of completion of provisional assessment and the provisions of the Ordinance
shall apply accordingly. Where return is not filed within forty five days of provisional
assessment, it shall be treated as final assessment and the Commissioner shall initiate
penalty proceedings for concealment of income.
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 The provisions of this schedule shall not apply on tax collectible or deductible in the
following cases:
Section Reference
149
152(1A)
152(1AAA)

152(1C)

152(2A)(a)
154
155
156B
231A
231AA
233AA
235
235A
235B
236B
236D
236F
236I
236J
236L
236P
236Q
236R
236U
236V
236X

Nature of payment
Salary
Payment to non-resident on execution of a contract
Payment for advertisement services to a non-resident person
relaying from outside Pakistan
Every banking company or a financial institution remitting
outside Pakistan an amount of fee for offshore digital services
to a non-resident person on behalf of any resident or a
permanent
establishment of a non-resident in Pakistan
Payment to a permanent establishment in Pakistan of a nonresident person for the sale of goods

Exports
Income from property
Withdrawal of balance under pension fund
Cash withdrawal from a bank
Advance tax on transactions in bank
Collection of tax by NCCPL
Electricity Consumption
Domestic electricity consumption
Tax on steel melters and composite units
Advance tax on purchase of air ticket
Advance tax on functions and gatherings
Advance tax on cable operators and other electronic media
Collection of advance tax by educational institutions
Advance tax on dealers, commission agents and arhatis etc.
Advance tax on purchase of international air ticket
Advance tax on banking transactions otherwise than through
cash
Payment to residents for use of machinery and equipment
Collection of advance tax on education related expenses
remitted abroad
Advance tax on insurance premium
Advance tax on extraction of minerals
Advance tax on tobacco
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THE SALES TAX ACT, 1990

AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE FINANCE BILL, 2019
All amendments shall be effective from July 01, 2019 unless otherwise provided
The summary of the amendments proposed in various sections and schedules of Sales Tax
Act, 1990 is as under:DEFINITIONS

SECTION 2

The following amendments to section 2 of the Sales Tax Act, 1990, have been proposed
through the Finance Bill, 2019.
Cottage industry

Clause 5AB

The conditions to qualify as cottage industry have been enhanced. Consequently
cottage industry has been restricted to manufactures who fulfills following conditions:

Does not have an industrial gas or electricity connection; and



Is located in a residential area; and



Does not have a total labour force of more than ten workers; and



Annual turnover from all supplies does not exceed two million rupees.

Prior to above proposed amendment, cottage industry comprises of a manufacturer
whose annual turnover does not exceed rupees 10 million or a manufacturer whose
annual utility bills (electricity, gas and telephone) does not exceed rupees eight hundred
thousand was treated as cottage industry.
The supplies made by cottage industry are exempt from sales tax under sixth schedule.
Retail price

Clause 27

Consequent to proposed amendment in section 3 whereby importers has been included
in the ambit of third schedule to charge tax on retail price, corresponding amendment
has been proposed in this clause to provide provision for retail price of imported goods.
Under the newly proposed provision, retail price in case of imported goods shall be the
price fixed by importer inclusive of all taxes and duties.
Tier-1 retailer

Clause 43A

The proposed insertion intends to enhance the definition by including retailers having
shop area of one thousand square feet or more in category of Tire-1 retailer.
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Consequent to this amendment, the retailers having shop area of one thousand square
feet or more are required to get sales tax registration and pay sales tax and file monthly
sales tax return under normal sales tax regime. Such retailers will no longer be able to avail
Chapter II of Sales Tax Special Procedures Rules, 2007 to discharge their sales tax liability
by paying tax through electricity bill.
Value of supply

Clause 46

Following amendments had been proposed in this clause:

Consequent to proposed amendment in section 2(27) providing provision to
determine retail price of imported goods specified in third schedule, corresponding
amendment has been proposed in this clause to exclude such imported items from
ambit of this clause.



The value of supply in case of toll manufacturing is the actual consideration received
by manufacturer for the value addition carried out.



In case of supply of electricity by an independent power producer, the value of
supply shall be the amount received on account of energy purchase price only. The
amount received on account of capacity purchase price, energy purchase price
premium, excess bonus, supplemental charges etc. shall not be included in value of
supply.



In case of supply of electric power and gas by a distribution company, the value of
supply shall include total amount billed including price of electricity and natural gas,
as the case may be, charges, rents, commissions and all duties and taxes local,
provincial and federal. The amount of late payment surcharge and the amount of
sales tax shall not be included in value of supply.
SCOPE OF TAX

SECTION 3

Following amendments had been proposed in this section:

The sales tax on basis of production capacity or fixed basis shall be charged on goods
specified in newly inserted tenth schedule. The basis and manner of tax shall also be
provided in tenth schedule. Previously board was empowered to levy such tax on
specified goods through notification.



The provision of sales tax on retail price of goods specified in third schedule shall also
be applicable on imported goods. Previously this provision was applicable on local
manufacturers of goods specified in third schedule only. Consequent to this proposed
amendment, now importer of goods specified in third schedule will also be required to
charge and pay sales tax on retail price and will have to print retail price and sales
tax thereon on respective goods.
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The sale tax withholding rates will be specified in newly inserted Eleventh Schedule.
The types of withholding agents and manner of sales tax withholding will also be
provided in new schedule. Prior to this proposed amendment, sales tax was withheld
at the rates specified in Sales Tax Withholding Rules, 2007.



The additional sales tax @ 5% or 7.5% charged by electricity suppliers to retailers is
required to be deposited by electricity supplier without any input tax adjustment.



The commissioner may issue order to electricity supplier to not charge additional sales
tax to a person who is either a Tier-1 retailer or not a retailer. These proposed
amendments pertaining to retailers are currently provided in Chapter II of Sales Tax
Special Procedures Rules, 2007.



Tier-1 retailer are required to pay sales tax under normal tax regime and option
available to them to pay 2% turnover sales tax on their total revenue under the
turnover regime has been withdrawn.



The customers of Tier-1 retailers shall be entitled to receive cash back up to 5% of tax
involved from such date and in the manner specified by FBR.
ZERO RATING

SECTION 4

It has been proposed to curtail the power of Federal Government to allow zero rating
through SRO. Now the Federal Government may allow zero rating on specified goods
through SRO only whenever circumstances exist to take immediate action for the
purposes of national security, natural disaster, national food security in emergency
situations and implementation of bilateral and multilateral agreements. Previously no
restrictions were applicable on Federal Government to allow zero rating through SRO.
It has further been proposed to restrict FBR from allow zero rating through general order.
Previously FBR was empowered to allow zero rating on supplies made to persons engaged
in manufacture and supply of goods at reduced rate of sales tax.
DETERMINATION OF TAX LIABILITY

SECTION 7

The proposed amendment provides that in order to claim input sales tax on electricity or
gas bill, the respective bill must contain registration number of buyer and address where
connection is installed.
Prior to this proposed amendment, these provisions relating input tax adjustment on
electricity and gas bill had been provide in Chapter II and IV of Sales Tax Special
Procedures Rules, 2007.
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LEVY AND COLLECTION OF TAX ON SECTION 7A
SPECIFIED
GOODS
ON
VALUE
ADDITION
The minimum value addition tax shall be charged on goods specified in newly inserted
Twelfth Schedule. The rate and manner of value addition tax will also be provided in new
schedule. Previously federal government was empowered to levy such tax on specified
goods through notification.
TAX CREDIT NOT ALLOWED

SECTION 8

It has been proposed to disallow input goods attributable to supplies made to unregistered person, on pro-rata basis, where sale invoices do not contain CNIC number of
unregistered buyer.
It has also been proposed to allow input tax adjustment on import of scrap of
compressors subject to fulfillment of other relevant provisions of Act.
ADJUSTABLE INPUT TAX

SECTION 8B

The proposed amendment seeks to empower FBR to allow any person to adjust input tax
upto 95% of output tax instead of 90%.
REFUND OF INPUT TAX

SECTION 10

It has been proposed to empower FBR to allow payment of input tax refund against
exports at the fixed rates and in the manner specified by FBR. Prior to this amendment, FBR
was empowered to allow payment of input tax refund against exports along with duty
drawback at the rates specified by FBR.
EXEMPTION

SECTION 13

It has been proposed to curtail the power of Federal Government to provide sales tax
exemption through SRO. Now the Federal Government may provide sales tax exemption
on specified goods through SRO only whenever circumstances exist to take immediate
action for the purposes of national security, natural disaster, national food security in
emergency situations and implementation of bilateral and multilateral agreements.
Previously in addition to above circumstances, the Federal Government was empowered
to provide sales tax exemption in circumstances relating protection of national economic
interests in situations arising out of abnormal fluctuation in international commodity prices,
removal of anomalies in taxes, development of backward areas and matters relating to
international financial institutions or foreign government-owned financial institutions.
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TAX INVOICES

SECTION 23

Following additional information has been proposed to be included in sales tax invoice:

The sales tax invoice can be issued in English or Urdu language. Previously the sale tax
invoice can only be issued in English language.



In case of supply to unregistered person, CNIC number of buyer is required to be
mention on invoice.



In case of supply of yarn and fabric, count, denier and construction of respective
item is required to be mentioned on invoice.
ACCESS TO THE RECORD, DOCUMENTS SECTION 25
ETC.

It has been proposed to withdraw restriction on Commissioner to conduct audit of a
taxpayer only once in every three years. Consequent to this proposed amendment, the
commissioner has been empowered to conduct audit of a taxpayer for every year.
RETURN

SECTION 26

It has been proposed to allow taxpayer to revise a return within sixty days of filing of
original return without approval of Commissioner. This provision is applicable where
taxable payable in revised return is more than the tax paid in original return or refund
claimed in revised return is less than the refund claimed in original return.
Prior to this proposed amendment, revise return can only be filed within one hundred and
twenty days of filing of original return with prior approval of Commissioner.
DIRECTORATE GENERAL (INTELLIGENCE SECTION 30A
AND INVESTIGATION) INLAND REVENUE
The proposed amendment seeks to replace the word “post” with the word “appoint” in
respect of appointment of Directorate General and its officers by FBR.
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

SECTION 33

The penalties for late filing of return have proposed to be enhanced. For returns filed
within 10 days after the due date, penalty has been increased from Rs. 100 for each day
of default to Rs. 200 for each day of default.
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For returns filed after 10 days of the due date, penalty has been increased from Rs. 5,000
to Rs. 10,000 for such default.
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST PERSONS

SECTION 33A

This newly proposed section empowers board to prescribe rules for initiating criminal
proceedings against officials and employees of FBR for misconduct and malpractice.
In cases where a taxpayer benefited from misconduct and malpractice of any officials or
employees, the criminal proceedings against such taxpayer shall also be initiated.
PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED ON SECTION 37B
ARREST OF A PERSON
The proposed amendment seeks to harmonize the section with other provisions of Act by
replacing words “Sale Tax Officer” appearing in section with the words “Officer Inland
Revenue”.
It has further been proposed that the power of Federal Government be transferred to FBR
and FBR has been authorized to use this power with approval of Federal Minister.
LIABILITY FOR PAYMENT OF TAX IN SECTION 58
CASE OF PRIVATE COMPANIES OR
BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
In case of winding up of a company or business enterprise, wherein outstanding tax
liability cannot be recovered from the respective company or business enterprise, then
the owners, partners, directors, and shareholder owing ten percent or more of the paid up
capital of a such company or business enterprise are jointly and severally liable for
payment of outstanding tax liability. Prior to this proposed amendment shareholders of
such companies were not liable for payment of tax.
It has also been proposed that any liable person who pays outstanding tax of a company
or business enterprise is entitled to recover it from respective company or business
enterprise or a share of the tax from other persons who are jointly and severally liable for
such payment.
SPECIAL PROCEDURE

SECTION 71

The proposed amendment seeks to empower FBR to prescribe special procedures subject
to the provisions of Sales Tax Act. Previously Federal Government was empowered to
prescribe special procedure notwithstanding anything contained Sales Tax Act.
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SELECTION OF AUDIT BY THE BOARD

SECTION 72B

The parameters for selection of audit by FBR have been declared as Confidential
Document. Consequent to this proposed amendment, FBR is barred, to public the
parameters for selection of audit or to provide such document to a taxpayer.
EMPOWERMENT OF FBR

VARIOUS SECTIONS

Amendments have been proposed in various sections of Sales Tax Act, 1990 in order to
harmonize the different provisions of Act. As per those harmonizing amendments, various
powers of Federal Government has been transferred to FBR and FBR has been authorized
to use such powers with approval of Federal Minister. Summary of the proposed
amendments is as under:-

Sr #

Section

Description

1

2(33)

Issue notification to specify transactions which shall or shall
not constitute supply.

2

2(43)

Issue notification to specify a tax period.

3

3(3A)

Issue notification to specify goods in respect of which liability
to pay sales tax shall be on person receiving the supply.

4

7(3)

Issue order to allow input tax adjustment by specified person.

5

8(6)

Issue notification to specify any goods or class of goods which
a registered person cannot supply to unregistered persons.

6

73B(13)

Issue notification to authorize any officer of Board to exercise
power and perform functions of an officer inland revenue
under this section.

7

67A(12)

To notify procedure to regulate the issuance, redemption and
other matters relating to sales tax refund bonds.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE THIRD SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the third schedule.
TAX AT RETAIL PRICE
Following goods have proposed to be included in third schedule, consequently sales tax
shall be charged on retail price by manufacturers and importers of these goods:

Household electrical goods, including air conditioners, refrigerators, deep freezers,
televisions, recorders and players, electric bulbs, tube-lights, electric fans, electric
irons, washing machines and telephone sets. Prior to this amendment, these goods
were subject to extra under Chapter XIII of Sales Tax Special Procedures Rules, 2007.



Household gas appliances, including cooking range, ovens, geysers and gas heaters.
Prior to this amendment, these goods were subject to extra under Chapter XIII of Sales
Tax Special Procedures Rules, 2007.



Foam or spring mattresses and other foam products for household use.



Paints, distempers, enamels, pigments, colours, varnishes, gums, resins, dyes, glazes,
thinners, blacks, cellulose lacquers and polishes sold in retail packing. Prior to this
amendment, these goods were subject to extra under Chapter XIII of Sales Tax
Special Procedures Rules, 2007.



Lubricating oils, brake fluids, transmission fluid, and other vehicular fluids sold in retail
packing. Prior to this amendment, these goods were subject to extra under Chapter
XIII of Sales Tax Special Procedures Rules, 2007.



Storage batteries excluding those sold to automotive manufacturers or assemblers.
Prior to this amendment, these goods were subject to extra under Chapter XIII of Sales
Tax Special Procedures Rules, 2007.



Tyres and tubes excluding those sold to automotive manufacturers or assemblers. Prior
to this amendment, these goods were subject to extra under Chapter XIII of Sales Tax
Special Procedures Rules, 2007.



Motorcycles.



Auto rickshaws.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE SIXTH SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the sixth schedule.
EXEMPT GOODS
It has been proposed to withdraw sales tax exemption on following goods:

Products of milling industry, excluding wheat and meslin flour, sold in retail packing
bearing brand name or a trademark. A corresponding amendment has been
proposed in eighth schedule to impose 10% sales tax on these items.



Silver, in unworked condition. A corresponding amendment has been proposed in
eighth schedule to impose 1% plus 2% value addition sales tax on this item.



Gold, in un-worked condition. A corresponding amendment has been proposed in
eighth schedule to impose 1% plus 2% value addition sales tax on this item.



Electricity and natural gas supplied to hospitals run by the Federal or Provincial
Governments or charitable operating hospitals of fifty beds or more or the teaching
hospitals of statutory universities of two hundred or more beds.



Frozen prepared or preserved sausages and similar products of poultry meat or meat
offal sold in retail packing bearing brand name or a trademark. Consequently 17%
sales tax shall be chargeable on these items.



Meat and similar products of prepared frozen or preserved meat or meat offal of all
types including poultry, meat and fish sold in retail packing bearing brand name or a
trademark. Consequently 17% sales tax shall be chargeable on these items.



Fat filled milk sold in retail packing bearing brand name or a trademark. A
corresponding amendment has been proposed in eighth schedule to impose 10%
sales tax on this item.



Local supply of ginned cotton. A corresponding amendment has been proposed in
eighth schedule to impose 10% sales tax on this item.

It has further been proposed to allow sales tax exemption on following goods:

Uncooked poultry Meat whether or not fresh, frozen or otherwise, preserved or
packed.



Plant, machinery, equipment for installation in tribal areas and of industrial inputs by
the industries located in the tribal as made till 30th June, 2023 subject to specified
conditions.



Supplies of electricity, as made till 30th June, 2023, to all residential and commercial
consumers in tribal areas, and to such industries in the tribal areas which were set and
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started their industrial production before 31st May, 2018, but excluding steel and ghee
or cooking oil industries.


Steel billets, ingots, ship plates, bars and other long re-rolled profiles, on such imports
and supplies by the manufacturer on which federal excise duty is payable in sales tax
mode.



Local supply of cottonseed oil and wheat bran.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE EIGHT SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the eight schedule.
REDUCED RATE OF TAX
Number of amendments has been proposed in this schedule wherein current reduced
rate of sales tax has been changed or withdrawn on various items. Further new items have
also been included in this schedule. Item-wise amendments proposed in this schedule are
as under:

The current rate of sales tax on Potassium Chlorate (KCLO3) has been increased from
17% along with Rs. 65 per kilogram to 17% along with Rs. 70 per kilogram.



Following items has been excluded from this schedule. Consequently 17% sales tax
shall be chargeable on these items:(a) Reclaimed lead supplied to recognized manufacturers of lead and lead batteries.
Before exclusion 5% sales tax was chargeable on this item.
(b) Rapeseed, sunflower seed and canola seed imported by solvent extraction
industries. Before exclusion 16% sales tax was chargeable on import of these items.
(c) Soya bean seed imported by solvent extraction industries. Before exclusion 6% sales
tax was chargeable on this item.
(d) White crystalline sugar. Before exclusion 8% sales tax was chargeable on this item.



The list of items included in eighth schedule along with respective rate of sales tax is
given below:Description

Rate

Products of milling industry except wheat and meslin flour,
sold in retail packing under a brand name or trademark.

10%

Fat filled milk sold in retail packing under a brand name or
trademark.

10%

Silver, in unworked condition.

1% plus
2% value
addition

Gold, in unworked condition.

1% plus
2% value
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addition
1.5% of
value of
gold plus
0.5% of
Articles of jewellery, or parts thereof, of precious metal or of
value of
metal clad with precious metal, subject to the condition that
diamond
no input tax adjustment to be allowed except of the tax paid
used
on gold.
plus 3%
of
making
charges
Prepared Food, foodstuff and sweetmeats supplied by
restaurants, bakeries, caterers and sweetmeat shops subject
to condition that no input tax shall be adjusted.

7.5%

Ginned cotton

10%

Supplies of finished articles of textile, textile made-ups,
leather and artificial leather, as made by retailers subject to
the condition that they are integrated with FBR‟s online
system and data is transmitted to the FBR‟s computerized
system in real time.

15%

LNG imported for servicing CNG sector and local supplies.

5%
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE NINTH SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the ninth schedule.
FIXED TAX
It has been proposed to revise the fixed amount of sales tax chargeable on Mobile
phones. After proposed revision, fixed amount sales tax on different types of mobile
phones shall be chargeable as per following rates:-

Sr.
#

1

Description

Subscriber Identification
Module (SIM) Cards

Sales
Tax
Sales Tax at the
Sales Tax on
payable at
time
of
Import
or
time
of
Registration
of
Local Supply
supply
of
IMEI number
CMOs
-

-

Cellular mobile phones or
satellite phones to be
charged on the basis of
import value per set, or
equivalent
value
in
rupees in case of supply
by the manufacturer, at
the rate as indicated
against each category:--

2

-

Rs. 135

Rs. 135

B. Exceeding US$ 30 but
not exceeding US$ 100

Rs. 1,320

Rs. 1,320

C. Exceeding US$ 100 but
not exceeding US$ 200

Rs. 1,680

Rs. 1,680

D. Exceeding US$ 200 but
not exceeding US$ 350

Rs. 1,740

Rs. 1,740

E. Exceeding US$ 350 but
not exceeding US$ 500

Rs. 5,400

Rs. 5,400

F. Exceeding US$ 500

Rs. 9,270

Rs. 9,270

A. Not exceeding US$ 30

Rs. 250 (no
change)
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE TENTH SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the tenth schedule.
FIXED BASIS TAX
This newly proposed schedule provides fixed sales tax payable on bricks. The region wise
monthly sales tax payable on bricks is as under:Region or Area

Lahore, Rawalpindi and Islamabad districts.
Attock, Chakwal, Jehlum, Mandi Bahauddin, Sargodha,
Gujrat, Sialkot, Narowal, Gujranwala, Hafizabad, Sheikhupura,
Kasur, Nankana Sahib, Chiniot, Faisalabad, Jhang, Toba Tek
Singh, Okara and Sahiwal districts.

Tax
payable
per
month
Rs.
12,500
Rs.
10,000

Khushab, Mianwali, Bhakar, Layyah, Muzaffarghar, Dera
Ghazi Khan, Rajanpur, Multan, Lodhran, Khanewal, Vehari,
Bahawalpur, Pakpattan, Bahawalnagar, Rahim Yar Khan Rs. 7,500
districts; Sindh, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and Baluchistan
provinces.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE ELEVENTH SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the eleventh schedule.
RATE OF WITHHOLDING
This newly proposed schedule seeks to override the existing Sales Tax Withholding Rules,
2007 which provide rates, rules and conditions for sales tax withholding by withholding
agents. The newly proposed schedule provides following rate of sale tax withholding on
different transactions:Sr. #

Withholding Agent

Supplier
Category

Rate of Sales Tax
Withholding

1

Federal and provincial government
departments; autonomous bodies; and
public sector organizations.

Registered
persons

1/5th of Sales
Tax as shown on
invoice

2

Companies as defined in the Income
Tax Ordinance, 2001.

Registered
persons

1/5th of Sales
Tax as shown on
invoice

Federal and provincial government
departments; autonomous bodies; and
public sector organizations.

Person
registered as
a wholesaler,
dealer or
distributor

1/10th of Sales
Tax as shown on
invoice

Companies as defined in the Income
Tax Ordinance, 2001.

Person
registered as
a wholesaler,
dealer or
distributor

1/10th of Sales
Tax as shown on
invoice

5

Federal and provincial government
departments; autonomous bodies; and
public sector organizations.

Unregistered
Person

Whole of the tax
involved or as
applicable to
supplies on the
basis of gross
value of supplies

6

Companies as defined in the Income
Tax Ordinance, 2001.

Unregistered
Person

5% of gross
value of supplies

3

4

7

Registered persons as
advertisement services.

Person
recipient of
providing
advertisement
services

Whole of sales
tax applicable
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE TWELFTH SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the twelfth schedule.
MINIMUM VALUE ADDITION TAX
This newly proposed schedule seeks to override the existing Chapter X of Sales Tax Special
Procedure Rules 2007, which provides rate, procedure, rule and conditions for minimum
value addition tax collected at import stage. The significant provisions of this newly
proposed schedule are as under:

The minimum value addition tax @ 3% ad valorem shall be collected at import stage.



The minimum value addition tax shall be collected in addition to the tax chargeable
under section 3 of Act.



The minimum value addition tax shall be collected on import of all taxable goods
except following:(a) Raw materials and intermediary goods meant for use in an industrial process which
are subject to customs duty at 16% or 20% ad valorem under First Schedule to the
Customs Act, 1969.
(b) The petroleum products as imported by a licensed Oil Marketing Company for sale
in the country.
(c) Registered service providers importing goods for their in-house business use for
furtherance of their taxable activity and not intended for further supply.
(d) Cellular mobile phones or satellite phones.



The value addition tax paid at import stage shall be adjustable against output tax due
for the tax period.



The excess of input tax over output tax shall be carried forwarded to the next tax
period.



The excess input tax over output tax pertaining to imports shall not be refunded.



If registered person is also dealing in goods other than imported goods, he shall be
entitled to file refund claim (if any) pertaining to such other goods.
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THE ISLAMABAD CAPITAL TERRITORY (TAX ON SERVICES) ORDINANCE, 2001
AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE FINANCE BILL, 2019

All amendments shall be effective from July 01, 2019 unless otherwise provided
The proposed amendments in Islamabad Capital Territory (Tax on Services) Ordinance,
2001 seeks to significantly enhance the scope of sales tax on services in order to
harmonize existing statute with sales tax on services statutes of other provinces.
In existing taxable services, rate of tax on Call center‟s services have been proposed to
reduce from 18.5% to 16%.
The services which have been proposed to bring in the tax net are listed below along with
respective tax rate:Description of Services

Tax rate

Advertisement on hoarding boards, pole signs and signboards,
and websites or internet.

16%

Services provided by landscape designers.

16%

Sponsorship services.

16%

Services provided or rendered for purchase or sale or hire of
immovable property.

16%

Services provided or rendered by legal practitioners and
consultants.

16%

Services provided by accountants and auditors.

16%

Service provided or rendered by Stockbrokers, future brokers and
commodity brokers, money exchanger, surveyors, outdoor
photographers, event photographers, videographers, art
painters, auctioneers (excluding value of goods) and registrar to
an issue.

16%

Services provided by race clubs.

16%

Entry/ admission and other services.

16%

Services provided or rendered by corporate law consultants.

16%

Visa processing services, including advisory or consultancy
services for migration or visa application filing services.

16%

Debt collection services and other debt recovery services.

16%

Supply chain management or distribution (including delivery)
services.

16%
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Services provided or rendered by persons engaged in intercity
transportation or carriage of goods by road or through pipeline
or conduit.

16%

Ready mix concrete services.

16%

Public relations services.

16%

Training or coaching services other than education services.

16%

Cleaning services including janitorial services, collection of waste
and processing of domestic waste.

16%
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FEDERAL EXCISE ACT, 2005

AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE FINANCE BILL, 2019
All amendments shall be effective from July 01, 2019 unless otherwise provided
The detail of amendments proposed in various sections and notifications of Federal Excise
Act, 2005 are as under:DUTIES
SPECIFIED IN
SCHEDULE TO BE LEVIED

THE

FIRST SECTION 3

The minimum production of the goods, specified in the fourth schedule shall be
determined on the basis of a single or more inputs as consumed in the production process
as per benchmark specified in said schedule. If minimum production so calculated
exceeds the actual supplies for the month, such minimum production shall be treated as
quantity supplied during the month and the liability to pay duty shall be discharged
accordingly.
EXEMPTIONS

SECTION 16

It has been proposed to curtail the power of federal government to provide duty
exemption through SRO. Now the federal government may provide duty exemption on
specified goods through SRO only whenever circumstances exist to take immediate
action for the purposes of national security, natural disaster, national food security in
emergency situations and implementation of bilateral and multilateral agreements.
Previously in addition to above circumstances, the federal government was empowered
to provide duty exemption in circumstances relating protection of national economic
interests in situations arising out of abnormal fluctuation in international commodity prices,
removal of anomalies in duties, development of backward areas and matters relating to
international financial institutions or foreign government-owned financial institutions.
OFFENCES, PENALTIES,
ALLIED MATTERS

FINES

AND SECTION 19

It has been proposed to impose penalty which may extend to Rs. 20,000 on a person who
sells cigarettes in retail at a price lower than the retail price plus the amount of sales tax as
printed thereon. Prior to this proposed amendment no penalty was defined for such
offence.
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST PERSONS

SECTION 19A

This newly proposed section empowers board to prescribe rules for initiating criminal
proceedings against officials and employees of FBR for misconduct and malpractice.
In cases where a taxpayer benefited from misconduct and malpractice of any officials or
employees, the criminal proceedings against such taxpayer shall also be initiated.
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AUTHORITY OF FBR

VARIOUS SECTIONS

Amendments have been proposed in various sections of federal excise Act, 2005
whereby authority of FBR to issue notifications regarding respective matter have been
transferred to FBR. The FBR has been authorized to use such powers with approval of
Federal Minister. Summary of the proposed amendments is as under

Sr #

Section

1

2(23a)

2

3

Description
To notify transactions which shall be treated as supply.

7(2)

Issue notification to specify provisions of the Sales Tax Act,
1990, with specified modifications and alterations is
applicable in regard to like matters in respect of the duty
chargeable under this Act.

22(13)

Issue notification to authorize any officer of Board to exercise
power and perform functions of an officer inland revenue
under this section.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE FIRST SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the first schedule.
RATE OF DUTY ON GOODS AND SERVICES
Rate of federal excise duty has been increased on following goods:

The rate of duty on edible oils excluding deoxidized soybean is proposed to be
increased from 16% to 17%.



The rate of duty on vegetable ghee and cooking oil has been increased for 16% to
17%. It has further been proposed that if vegetable ghee and cooking oil is sold in
retail packing, then 17% duty shall be charged on retail price. Prior to this proposed
amendment, there was no such restriction on retail packing sales and duty was
charged on sale price.



The rate of duty has been increased from 11.5% of retail price to 14% of retail price on
following goods:a) Aerated waters.
b) Aerated waters containing added sugar or other sweetening matter or flavored.
c) Aerated waters if manufactured wholly from juices or pulp of vegetables, food
grains or fruits and which do not contain any other ingredient, indigenous or
imported, other than sugar, coloring materials, preservatives or additives.



The slab and rate of duty on locally produced cigarettes has been proposed to be
changed with intent to increase the rate of duty. The revised rate of federal excise
duty on locally produced cigarettes is as under:a) Duty of Rs. 5,200/- per thousand cigarettes has been imposed, if printed retail
price exceeds Rs. 5,960/- per thousand cigarettes. Prior to this proposed
amendment, duty of Rs. 4,500/- per thousand cigarettes was chargeable if
printed retail price exceeds Rs. 4,500/- per thousand cigarettes.
b) Duty of Rs. 1,650/- per thousand cigarettes has been imposed, if printed retail
price does not exceed Rs. 5,960/- per thousand cigarettes. Prior to this proposed
amendment, duty of Rs. 1,840/- per thousand cigarettes was chargeable if retail
price ranged between Rs. 2,925/- to Rs. 4,500/- per thousand cigarettes.
c) Printed retail price is less than Rs. 2,925/- per thousand cigarettes; Duty has been
withdrawn on this category since this category has become redundant. Previously
duty of Rs. 1,250/- was chargeable under this category.
d) The duty payable on un-manufactured tobacco shall always be borne by the
cigarette manufacturer and the burden of this duty shall not be passed on to the
tobacco grower in any manner.



Rate of duty on Cement has been increased from Rs. 1.5/kg to Rs. 2/kg.
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The rate of duty on Liquefied Natural Gas has been changed from Rs. 17.18 per
hundred cubic meters to Rs. 10 per Million British thermal unit.



The duty on locally manufactured / assembled cars has been imposed
following slab:Sr #

Description on Motor Car

as per

Duty Rate

1

Having cylinder capacity up to 1000cc.

2.5%

2

Having cylinder capacity from 1001cc. to 2000cc

5%

3

Having cylinder capacity of 2001cc. and above

7.5%

Prior to above proposed slab, 10% duty was chargeable on locally manufactured
motor cars having cylinder capacity of 1700cc or above.


Following goods have proposed to be included in first schedule, thereby imposing
federal excise duty at specified rated
Description on Goods

Rate of
Duty

Fruit juices, syrups and squashes, waters
containing added sugar or sweetening matter
etc. excluding mineral and aerated waters.

5% of
Retail
Price

Steel Billets, ingots, ship plates, bars and other
long re-rolled products.

17% of
Sale Price

Rate of federal excise duty has been withdrawn / reduced on following goods and
services:

Duty chargeable at the rate of Rs. 0.40 per kg on Oilseeds has been withdrawn.



Rate of duty on services provided in respect of travel by air of passengers within the
territorial jurisdiction of Pakistan on long routes has been decreased from Rs. 2,000/- to
Rs. 1,500/-.



Rate of duty on services provided in respect of travel by air of passengers within the
territorial jurisdiction of Pakistan on short routes has been decreased from Rs. 1,250/- to
Rs. 900/-.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE SECOND SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the second schedule.
DUTY UNDER VAT MODE
It has been proposed that 17% duty on Steel billets, ingots, ship plates, bars and other long
re-rolled products shall be collected and paid in sales tax mode. Consequently the
following provisions shall be applicable in respect of these steel products under VAT
mode:

The manufacturer of steel products shall be entitled to deduct input sales tax paid
from the amount of excise duty due from him.



A registered person shall be entitled to deduct the amount of duty of excise paid or
payable by him on purchase of steel products during a tax period from the output tax
due from him in respect of that tax period.



A registered person supplying steel products shall be entitled to deduct excise duty
paid on procurement of such steel products from the amount of duty due from him on
supply of these steel products.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE THIRD SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the third schedule:
CONDITIONAL EXEMPTION
It has been proposed to withdraw conditional exemption available on internet services
whether dialup or broadband including email services, Data Communication Network
services (DCNS) and Value added data services.
It has further been proposed to allow exemption of duty on charges payable on the
international leased lines or terrestrial bandwidth services used by specified persons.
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE FOURTH SCHEDULE
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the fourth schedule:
MINIMUM PRODUCTION
This newly proposed schedule provides criterion, procedure and conditions to determine
minimum production of steel products. The significant provisions of this schedule are as
under:

For steel billets and ingots, production benchmark is one metric ton per 700 kWh of
electricity consumed.



For steel bars and other re-rolled long profiles of steel, production benchmark is one
metric ton per 110 kWh of electricity consumed.



For ship plates, production benchmark is 75% of the weight of the vessel imported for
breaking.



Both actual and minimum production along with local supplies shall be declared in
the monthly return.



In case, the minimum production exceeds actual supplies for the month, the liability to
pay duty shall be discharged on the basis of minimum production.



If in subsequent months, actual supplies exceed the minimum production, the
registered person shall be entitled to get adjustment of excess duty paid on account
of excess of minimum production over actual supplies.



For a full financial year duty actually paid shall not be less than the liability determined
on the basis of minimum production for that year.



In case of ship-breaking, the liability against minimum production or actual supplies,
whichever is higher, shall be deposited on monthly basis on proportionate basis
depending upon the time required to break the vessel.



The payment of duty on ship plates in aforesaid manner does not absolve ship
breakers of any tax liability in respect of items other than ship plates obtained by shipbreaking.
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The melters and re-rollers using self-generated power shall install a tamperproof meter
for measuring their consumption. Such meter shall be duly locked in room with keys in
the custody of a nominee of the Commissioner Inland Revenue having jurisdiction. The
officers Inland Revenue having jurisdiction shall have full access to such meter.



The minimum production of industrial units employing both distributed power and selfgenerated power shall be determined on the basis of total electricity consumption.



The Board may revise and notify production benchmark for different steel products.
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PROPOSED TAX CARD
Tax Year 2020
TAX RATES FOR SALARIED INDIVIDUALS
Income group

Rate

Up

to

Rs.

Rs.

600,001

to

Rs.

Rs.

1,200,001

to

Rs.

Rs.

1,800,001

to

Rs.

Rs.

2,500,001

to

Rs.

Rs.

3,500,001

to

Rs.

5,000,000

Rs.

5,000,001

to

Rs.

8,000,000

Rs.

8,000,001

to

Rs.

12,000,000

Rs.

12,000,001

to

Rs.

30,000,000

Rs.

30,000,001

to

Rs.

Rs.

50,000,001

to

above

TAX RATES FOR INDIVIDUALS AND ASSOCIATION OF PERSONS
Income group

600,000 NIL
5% of amount exceeding
1,200,000
Rs.600,000
Rs.30,000 plus 10% of the
1,800,000
amount exceeding
Rs.1,200,000
Rs.90,000 plus 15% of
2,500,000
the amount exceeding
Rs.1,800,000
3,500,000 Rs.195,000 plus 17.5% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 2,500,000
Rs. 370,000 plus 20% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 3,500,000
Rs. 670,000 plus 22.5% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 5,000,000

400,000 NIL
5% of amount exceeding
Rs.
600,000 Rs.400,000
Rs.10,000 plus 10% of
Rs.
1,200,000
the amount exceeding
Rs.600,000
Rs.70,000 plus 15% of
Rs.
2,400,000
the amount exceeding
Rs.1,200,000
`
Rs.250,000 plus 20% of
Rs.
3,000,000
the amount exceeding
Rs.2,400,000

Rs.

400,001

to

Rs.

600,001

to

Rs.

1,200,001

to

Rs.

2,400,001

to

Rs.

3,000,001

to

Rs.

4,000,000

Rs.

4,000,001

to

Rs.

6,000,000

above

Rs.

6,000,000

Rs.370,000 plus 25% of
the amount exceeding
Rs.3,000,000
Rs.620,000 plus 30% of
the amount exceeding
Rs.4,000,000
Rs.1,220,000 plus 35%
of the amount exceeding
Rs.6,000,000

TAX YEAR

TAX YEAR

2019

2020

Rate of tax for small companies

25%

25%

Rate of tax for all kinds of companies

29%

29%

Rate of tax for banking companies

35%

35%

75,000,000 Rs.21,420,000 plus 35% of
amount exceeding Rs.
75,000,000

Rs.

TAX ON SALE OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY Section 37(1A)
Period

Minimum Tax u/s 113 chargeable as per Division IX, Part-I, 1st Schedule
- Oil Marketing Companies, Oil Refineries, Sui Southern & Sui Northern Gas Co., (where
annual turnover exceeds 1 billion, Pakistani Airlines, Poultry industry including poultry
breeding, broiler production, egg and poultry feed production, Dealers or distributors of
fertilizer, person running an online marketplace as defined in clause (38B) of section 2 of
ITO 2001 (Tax Rate : 0.75%)
- Distributor of pharmaceutical products, fast moving consumer goods and cigarettes,
petroleum agents and distributors (who are registered under Sales Tax Act, 1990), Rice
Mills, Dealers & Flour Mills (Tax Rate : 0.25%)
- Motor Cycle dealers registered under ST Act, 1990 (Tax Rate : 0.3%)
- In all other cases (Tax Rate : 1.5 %)

WITHHOLDING TAX RATES FOR INDIVIDUALS & AOPs UNDER SECTION 155

- Rs. 600,001 to Rs. 1,000,000

Rs. 20,000 plus 10% of amount exceeding

- Rs. 1,000,001 to Rs. 2,000,000

Rs. 600,000
Rs. 60,000 plus 15% of exceeding amount

1.
2.
3.

Gain on open plots
Where holding period is upto one year
Where holding period is more than one but less than ten years
Where holding period is more than ten years

Taxable
gain under
NTR
100%
75%
0%

1.
2.
3.

Gain on constructed property
Where holding period is upto one year
Where holding period is more than one but less than five years
Where holding period is more than five years

100%
75%
0%

TAX ON MOTOR VEHICLES U/S 234 PASSENGER TRANSPORT VEHICLE - PLYING FOR HIRE
Seating Capacity
Filer (Rs/ seat/ annum)
Four or more and less
50
than ten
Ten or more and less
100
than twenty
Twenty or more
300

Rs.1,000,000
- Rs. 2,000,001 to Rs. 4,000,000

Rs.

RATE OF TAX FOR COMPANIES

75,000,000 Rs.13,295,000 plus 32.5% of
amount exceeding Rs.
50,000,000

Rs.

to

Rs. 1,345,000 plus 25%
of the amount exceeding
Rs. 8,000,000

Rs. 2,345,000 plus 27.5%
of the amount exceeding
Rs. 12,000,000
50,000,000 Rs.7,295,000 plus 30% of
amount exceeding Rs.
30,000,000

Rate

Up

Rs. 210,000 plus 20% of exceeding amount
Rs.2,000,000

- Rs. 4,000,001 to Rs. 6,000,000
- Rs. 6,000,001 to Rs. 8,000,000
- Exceeding Rs. 8,000,000

Rs. 610,000 plus 25% of exceeding amount

ADVANCE TAX ON PURCHASE, REGISTRATION OF PRIVATE MOTOR VEHICLE

Rs.4,000,000

U/S 231B(1)&(3)

Rs. 1,110,000 plus 30% of exceeding amount

Engine Capacity

Rs. per seat per annum

Rs.6,000,000

Upto 850cc

Rs. 7,500

Rs. 1,710,000 plus 35% of exceeding amount

851cc to 1000cc

Rs. 15,000

Rs.8,000,000
WITHHOLDING TAX RATE FOR COMPANIES UNDER SECTION 155

1001cc to 1300cc
1301cc to 1600cc

Rs. 25,000
Rs. 50,000

The rate of tax in the case of company shall be 15% of gross amount of rent

1601cc to 1800cc

Rs. 75,000

1801cc to 2000cc
2001cc to 2500cc
2501cc to 3000cc
Above 3000cc

Rs. 100,000
Rs. 150,000
Rs. 200,000
Rs. 250,000

Particulars
Rates of Depreciation, Initial Allowance and Amortisation as per Third Schedule
Buildings (all types)
Furniture including Fittings, Plant & machinery
Motor Vehicle (all types)
Ships, Technical and Professional Books
Computer Hardware including Printer etc.
Mineral Oil Concerns
Below Ground Installations
Off Shore Platforms
Production Installations
Ramp built for disabled persons not exceeding Rs. 250,000/Initial Allowance for Plant and Machinery u/s 23
Amortisation of Pre-commencement expenditure u/s 25
ADVANCE TAX ON IMPORT OF MOBILE PHONE
C&F Value of mobile phone ( in US Dollars)
upto 30
from 31 to 100
from 101 to 200
from 201 to 350
from 351 to 500
above 500

Rate
10%
15%
15%
15%
30%

851cc to 1000cc

Rs. 5,000

100%

1001cc to 1300cc

Rs. 7,500

20%
20%
100%
25%
20%

1301cc to 1600cc
1601cc to 1800cc
1801cc to 2000cc
2001cc to 2500cc
2501cc to 3000cc
Above 3000cc

Rs. 12,500
Rs. 18,750
Rs. 25,000
Rs. 37,500
Rs. 50,000
Rs. 62,500

Tax ( in Rupees)
70
730
930
970
3,000
5,200

TAX AT TIME OF COLLECTION OF ADVANCE TAX ON MOTOR VEHICLE U/S 234
Engine Capacity
Rs. per seat per annum
Upto 1000cc
Rs. 800
1001cc to 1199cc
Rs. 1,500
1200cc to 1299cc
Rs. 1,750
1300cc to 1499cc
Rs. 2,500
1500cc to 1599cc
Rs. 3,750
1600cc to 1999cc
Rs. 4,500
2000cc & above
Rs. 10,000

Profit On Debt u/s 7B
Profit On Debt
Where profit on debt does not exceed Rs. 5,000,000
Where profit on debt exceeds Rs. 5,000,000 but does not exceed Rs.25,000,000
Where profit on debt exceeds Rs. 25,000,000 but does not exceed Rs.36,000,000

ADVANCE TAX ON TRANSFER OF PRIVATE MOTOR VEHICLE U/S 231B(2)
Engine Capacity
Rs. per seat per annum
Upto 850cc
0

Rate
15%
17.5%
20%

Note:
Where tax is required to be deducted or collected u/s 231 and 234 at
above mentioned rates from persons not appearing in the active
taxpayers' list, the tax required to be deducted or collected, as the case
may be, shall be increased by hundred percent of the tax mentioned
above.

RATES OF APPEAL FEE
Commissioner (Appeals) /Addl. Commissioner

Appeal against assessment
Rs. 1,000/-

Other cases
Company Rs.1,000/- , Others Rs. 200/-

Income Tax Appellate Tribunal.

Rs. 2,000/-

Rs. 2,000/-
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Tax Year 2020

-

Payments for Goods, Services & Contracts (Section 153)
In case of goods
in case of company
in case of other cases
in case of distributors if supplier is company
in case of distributors if supplier is other than company
gross amount of rice, cotton seed or edible oils

Rate
4%
4.5%
2%
2.5%
1.5%

In case of services
- in case of company
- in case of other cases
- in case of transport services

8%
10%
4%

In case of contracts including contracts signed by sports persons
- in case of company
- in case of other cases
- in case of sports persons

7%
7.5%
10%

-

-

Payments to non-residents u/s 152
On execution of Contract, Sub-Contract for
the design, Construction or supply of plant
& equipment:
- Under any other power project
- Any other contract:
Royalty or fee for technical services
Payment for supplies of goods in case of company
Payment for supplies of goods other than a company
Payment for services in case of company
Payment for services other than a company
Payment for advertisement services
Payment for insurance premium or re-insurance premium

- Brokerage and Commission u/s 233
- Advertising Agents
Life insurance agents where commission received is less
- than Rs. 0.5 million per annum
- Other Cases
- Payment of Royalty to resident persons u/s 153B
- Prize on Prize Bond or a Cross-Word Puzzle u/s 156
- Petroleum products u/s 156A
- On gas consumption charges of CNG Stations u/s 234A
- On sale by auction u/s 236A
- On sales to distributors, dealers or wholesalers u/s 236G
- On sales to retailers - Electronics u/s 236H
- On sales to retailers - Others u/s 236H (on gross sales)

7%
7%
7%
15%
4%
4.5%
8%
10%
10%
5%

Filer
10%
8%
12%
15%
15%
12%
4%
10%
0.1%
1%
0.5%

Imports u/s 148 (on import value as increased by custom
duty, sales tax and FED)
- Industrial Undertakings (remeltable steel & pottasic fert., Urea &
Manufac.)
- Persons importing pulses
- Commercial Importers covered under Notification No. S.R.O.1125(I)
- Persons importing Coal
- Finished Pharmaceutical products, certified by DRAP
- Ship breakers
- Ind. Undertakings covered under S.No 1-4 of section 148
- Companies not covered under S.No. 1 to 5 of section 148
- Persons not covered under S.No. 1 to 6 of section 148

1%
2%
3%
4%
4%
4.5%
5.5%
5.5%
6%

ADVANCE TAX ON SALE OR TRANSFER OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Rate of tax under section 236C shall be :

1%

ADVANCE TAX ON PURCHASE OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Rate of tax under section 236K shall be :

1%

WITHHOLDING TAX RATE ON DIVIDEND
(Under Section 150)
1.
Dividends declared by purchaser of power project
privatized by WAPDA or on shares of a company setup for
Power Generation or supplying coal for Power Generation
2.

Other than above case

RATES OF ADVANCE TAX ON SALE OF SECURITIES (Section 37A)
Period
1.

Where holding period of a security is less

2.

15%

15%

Acquired Acquired
before
after
01/07/2016 01/07/2016
15%

15%

Where holding period of a security is more
than twelve months but less than twenty
four months.

12.5%

15%

3.

Where holding period of a security is
twenty four months or more but the
security was acquired on or after July 1st,

7.5%

15%

4.

Where the security was acquired before

0%

0%

5.

Future commodity contracts entered in to by
members of Pakistan Merchantile Exchange

5%

5%

6.

Rate for companies in respect of Debt Securities shall be 29%

Note:
Where tax is required to be deducted or collected at any of the above mentioned rates from persons not appearing in the
active taxpayers' list, the rate of tax required to be deducted or collected, as the case may be, shall be increased by
hundred percent of the rate mentioned above.
Following tax withholding provisions are applicable on persons not appearing in ATL
ADVANCE TAX ON INSURANCE PREMIUM U/S 236U
Types of Premium
Rate
General Insurance Premium
4%
1%
Life Insurance Premium if exceeding 0.3 million p.a.
Others
0%
Tax on Cash withdrawal from Bank u/s 231A
Tax on Banking transactions u/s 231AA
Advance tax on banking transactions otherwise than through cash u/s 236P
Advance tax on extraction of minerals u/s 236V

Rate

0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
5%

